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In this thesis, I will present the experimental results of the dynamics of
superconducting single electron transistors (sSETs), under the influence of
tunable dissipation. The sSET, consisting of two dc SQUIDs in series and
the third gate electrode, is deposited onto a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure
which contains a two dimensional electron gas plane 100nm beneath the
substrate surface. The Josephson coupling energy, charging energy and
dissipation related Hamiltonian can all be tuned in situ, while keeping
others unchanged. We measured the switching current statistics and the
transport properties, as a function of the dissipation and gate charge at
different temperatures.
If the sSET is in the classical regime where phase is a good quantum
variable, we found that the switching current and corresponding Joseph-
son energy decrease as dissipation increases. Our observation agrees qual-
itatively with the theoretical calculation of a single Josephson junction
with dominant Josephson energy, in a frequency dependent dissipative
environment where energy barrier decreases as dissipation increases in
thermally activated escape regime. This dissipation dependence result can
be understood as the consequence of a reduced quantum fluctuations in
the charge numbers.
Whereas in the charging regime, the switching current shows a 1e
periodicity with respect to gate charge, indicating a pronounced charging
effect. At a specific gate charge number, quantum fluctuations of the phase
variable are compressed as dissipation increases, resulting in an enhanced
switching current and Josephson energy. This result matches the theory
v
of a sSET capacitively coupled to a dissipative environment qualitatively.
The temperature dependence of the switching current histogram indicates
the existence of both quantum and classical thermal phase diffusion.
Moreover, quantum charge fluctuations are minimized at the degeneracy
point, causing a sharp dip on the width of the switching current histogram.
For a sSET with comparable Josephson energy and charging energy,
quantum fluctuations of both phase and charge variables are significant.
The influence of dissipation on the dynamics of the device is distinct in the
classical and charging regimes. Dissipation compresses quantum phase
fluctuations in the charging regime, whereas reduces the quantum charge
fluctuations in the classical regime. The transition between these two
regimes is found to be determined by the tunnel resistance of the SQUID.
The competition between Josephson and charging energies, however, is
not the intrinsic parameter of this transition. Our results imply that a
detailed theoretical calculation of a sSET with comparable Josephson
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The dynamics of microscopic variables of an atomic scale object is gov-
erned by quantum mechanics. On a macroscopic scale, however, quantum
mechanics can still survive in a collective state such as superconductivity,
superfluidity and Josephson effect, which in fact are a manifestation of the
coherent microscopic variables. These macroscopic quantum phenomena,
described by macroscopic degrees of freedom, originate from the super-
positions of a large number of quantum states of individual microscopic
objects.
The macroscopic variable describing the Josephson effect or a Joseph-
son junction, formed by two superconductors separated by a thin insu-
lating barrier, is the phase difference ϕ of the condensed wave function
in two superconductors. Within the resistively and capacitively shunted
junction (RCSJ) model, the dynamics of ϕ is governed by the Josephson
energy EJ = ħhIC/2e, the charging energy EC = e2/2C , and a shunting resis-
tance R responsible for the dissipation, here IC is the critical current and C
is the junction capacitance. Associated with the charging energy, another
quantum variable is the charge number Q on the junction capacitor, satisfy-
ing a commutation relation [ϕ,Q] = 2ei. If the dimension of a Josephson
junction is large enough such that EJ EC , the phase is well-defined and
the charging effect is negligible in this classical Josephson regime. As the
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junction dimension is reduced down to the order of 100nm, the energy
of an excess single charge on the junction capacitor becomes dominant
so that EJ EC . The charge number now is a good quantum variable and
the quantum fluctuations of the phase is significant.
This quantum mechanical effects in a mesoscopic Josephson junction
have been investigated actively in recent years, for both fundamental
physics and the great potential in different applications, such as being
a quantum bit (qubit) [1, 2], a noise detector [3, 4] and a microwave
photon counter [5]. For instance, a Cooper pair box, consisting of a small
Josephson junction capacitively coupled to an electrode, has been used
as a charge qubit whose quantum states are differentiated by the Cooper
pair numbers [6, 7]. A superconducting loop, interrupted by one [8] or
three [9, 10] Josephson junctions, can form another type of quantum
two-level system with the flux through the loop pointing up or down,
named flux qubit. Considering the multiple quantized energy levels in the
potential well of a current biased junction, the so-called phase qubit has
been studied using a single Josephson junction with well-defined phase
variable [11, 12, 13]. Moreover, different Josephson junction circuits
have been used as the probes to read out different quantum states. In
terms of characteristic energies of the Josephson junction, the EJ/EC ratio
decreases as the dimension of the junctions is reduced. EJ/EC is estimated
to be 104 in the phase qubit, ∼ 50 in the flux qubit and on the order of
unity in the charge qubit.
As the main component of the circuit on the substrate, the Josephson
junction inherently interacts with various degrees of freedom, causing
its intrinsic coherence to be weakened. For instance, critical current
fluctuations can substantially limit the coherence in all types of Josephson
junction circuits [14]. Except for this intrinsic dissipation, the coupling to
a particular degree of freedom in the environment is another type of main
decoherence source, such as the low frequency charge noise [15, 16], low
frequency flux noise [17], dielectric loss in the substrate [18] and some
high frequency resonant modes in the electromagnetic environment [19].
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In order to obtain a longer coherence time, one approach is to eliminate
the noise coupled to the qubit, and another is to tune the device’s param-
eters so that it is intrinsically immune to unwanted degrees of freedom.
For example, a modified charge qubit, in an intermediate regime where
EJ is comparable to EC , can be operated close to the double degeneracy
point of charge and flux states where the device is not sensitive to both
charge and flux noise [20, 21]. Moreover, a single Josephson junction
with EJ/EC on the order of unity, shunted by a very large inductance of
a Josephson junction array, can be seen as a new type of charge-based
qubit [22, 23]. This device shows the unique feature of the immunization
to offset charge noise induced by random, slowly drifting microscopic
charges which are inherent in many solid-state systems. A Cooper pair
box with a large EJ/EC ∼ 50 can also be operated in the charging regime
where the qubit is not sensitive to background charge noise [24, 25].
In fact, A. J. Leggett has drawn the attention to a macroscopic quantum
tunneling system coupled to a dissipative environment which acts as a bath
of harmonic oscillators interacting linearly with the system [26, 27]. Es-
pecially, Josephson junction circuits with a dominating Josephson energy
show superconducting behavior at very low temperature, with the well-
defined phase variable. As the charge energy rises, the localized charge
leads to the Coulomb blockade of Cooper pair tunneling and causes the
phase to fluctuate quantum mechanically. Thus, the phase order may be
destroyed completely when EJ/EC is lowered below a critical value, result-
ing in an insulating state. Dissipation in such small Josephson junction
circuits will damp the quantum fluctuations of the phase, and drive a tran-
sition from insulator to superconductor even if EJ < EC . These dissipation
driven phase transitions have been studied in a single Josephson junc-
tion [28, 29], a superconducting single electron transistor (sSET) [30],
one dimensional [31] and two dimensional [32, 33, 34, 35] Josephson
junction arrays, even a junction coupled to a carbon nanotube [36].
Of great interest is the influence of dissipation on the dynamics of small
Josephson junction circuits where interplay between the phase, charge,
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phase diffusion, macroscopic quantum tunneling, thermally activated
escape and Coulomb blockade may all be accessed. This subject has been
extensively studied both theoretically [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47] and experimentally in several different configurations, notably in
a single Josephson junction [22, 28, 48, 49, 50] and in a superconducting
single electron transistor [30, 51]. Of course, the dissipation seen by
the junction has to be characterized accurately. For instance, a shunting
resistor can be fabricated on-chip and its resistance can be easily estimated
from the low frequency I-V measurement. In the microwave frequency
range, however, the real part of the total effective impedance Re[Z(ω)],
responsible for the dissipation, is on the order of the vacuum impedance
Z0 ≈ 50Ω, if there does not exist any high resistive element within a
wavelength distance from the junction. Several methods have been used
for building a desired dissipative environment, such as a normal metal
shunting resistor [30, 52, 53], a tunable delay transmission line [48, 54],
a high resistance Josephson junction array [50, 55], a two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) grounding plane [33, 51, 56], a quantum dot [57]
and a capacitively coupled graphene layer [58].
Josephson junction circuits with different Josephson energy, charging
energy and total impedance of the circuit can be summarized in different
regimes, as depicted in Fig. 1.1. If EJ/EC  1, the junction is dominated
by the phase in the Josephson regime. The self-shunting resistance is
normally much less than the resistance quantum RQ = h/e2 ≈ 25.9kΩRQ.
Thus the total impedance of the environment is very low. In the oppo-
site regime where a small, high resistance Josephson junction is in the
charging regime and has a high impedance environment (Re[Z]RQ),
the incoherent charge tunneling becomes dominant and the charge is
individually transferred across the junction [59, 60].
The sSET, as the most sensitive electrometer [60, 61, 62, 63], has at-
tracted much attention due to its capability of having a combined Joseph-
son and charging effect. This device normally consists of two Josephson
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Figure 1.1: The Josephson junction circuits with different values of EJ/EC
and shunting impedance.
central island. From the phase point of view, the sSET can be seen as a
single Josephson junction with gate controlled critical current [53, 64, 65].
On the other hand, the small superconducting island is well isolated from
the external environment via two high resistance junctions. Thus, the
excess charge number on the island is well-defined so that the discrete
charge tunnels across the device one by one. This device is a good test bed
to study the dynamics of a macroscopic quantum tunneling circuit in the
intermediate regime where the competition between Josephson energy
and charging energy is dramatic, i.e. quantum fluctuations of both phase
and charge variables are significant.
To study the influence of a dissipative environment on a sSET, different
approaches have been performed, such as a shunting resistor [30, 66],
a capacitively coupled 2DEG [47, 51], microwave photons [67], a mi-
crostrip transmission line [68] and a high impedance Josephson junction
array [69, 70]. It has been shown that the theoretical prediction based
on the assumption EJ/EC 1 could not fully interpret the experimental
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results with EJ ≈EC in some details [47, 51]. The theory, however, is
consistent with the measurement in the strong charging regime [30].
Most importantly, a detailed picture of the influence of dissipation on a
Josephson junction device with comparable EJ and EC remains an open
question.
Therefore, in this thesis, we will present the measurement on a Joseph-
son junction circuit with fully controlled EJ/EC on the order of unity and
an in situ tunable low impedance dissipative environment. Specifically, we
have performed a comprehensive investigation of the switching current
(ISW ) and transport property on the sSETs, in both the classical Josephson
and charging regimes respectively. Our design is also compared to the
Josephson junction circuits with common leads which act as transmission
lines with a typical impedance Z0 ≈ 50Ω at microwave frequency.
Our sSETs consist of two superconducting quantum interference de-
vices (SQUIDs) in series and a relative large central island. A small
magnetic field can be applied perpendicular to the SQUID via a supercon-
ducting solenoid, tuning the effective Josephson coupling energy. The gate
voltage is applied to the conductive 2DEG plane to adjust the potential on
the island and charge related energy. A low impedance dissipative environ-
ment is generated via capacitively coupling the sSET to a two dimensional
electron gas 100nm beneath the substrate surface. The GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
heterostructure substrate is placed onto a back gate. A negative back
gate voltage can be applied for producing a uniform electrical field to the
2DEG, tuning the sheet resistance and the consequent total impedance
seen by the sSET. We focused on the microwave frequency range where
the capacitive coupling between the sSET and the 2DEG is strong, en-
suring the low impedance, dissipative environment Re[Z]RQ. All the
electrical leads are highly filtered to minimize high frequency noise for a
low noise environment.
The sSET switches out from the superconducting state into the finite
voltage state as bias current is ramped up. The switching current is the
maximum supercurrent which the device can support. From the statistics
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of these stochastic switching events, we can derive the escape or tunneling
rate of the phase in both thermally activated and quantum tunneling
regimes, as well as the effective critical current and Josephson energy. By
tuning the dissipation, we can find the optimal operating regime where
the device is not sensitive to unwanted degrees of freedom. The transport
property in a voltage biased configuration will show a rich structure of
current peaks arising from the internal resonance modes or the external
resonances in the environment.
A brief overview of the structure of this thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 2, we start with the theory of a single Josephson junction.
Thermally activated escape and macroscopic quantum tunneling will be
discussed. After we go through a semiclassical description of a SET in both
normal state and superconducting state, we will show the influence of
dissipation on the transport property which is the main task in this thesis.
The analogs between a dc SQUID and a sSET will also be discussed.
In Chapter 3, we will show the experimental techniques used in our
measurement, including sample design and fabrication, dissipation char-
acterization, cryogenic techniques and low noise electronic techniques.
In Chapter 4, we will present the experimental results, starting with
characterizing the sample parameters and data acquisition method. The
switching current statistics of the sSET in classical Josephson regime will
be shown and compared to the theoretical calculation. The data of a
different device in the charging regime will be presented for different
values of gate charge, dissipation and temperature. The temperature
dependence of the switching current histogram will be discussed in terms
of quantum and classical phase diffusion. We also show the effect of
dissipation on the transport of a sSET with a much higher tunnel resistance.
In addition, some problems involved in our experiment will be discussed.
In the last Chapter, by summarizing the experimental results, we
conclude that the influence of dissipation on the sSET in the classical
regime is opposite to that of the sSET in the charging regime. A transition
between these two regimes occurs when the SQUID tunnel resistance
7
RN = RQ/2. Our measurement can be used as an effective method to
determine whether phase or charge variable is a good quantum number.
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Chapter 2
Theory of Single Electron Transistors
In this chapter we will give a theoretical overview of the experiment,
covering several Josephson junction circuits. Section 2.1 discusses a single
Josephson junction from classical regime to charging regime. Then the
semiclassical description of a single electron transistor will be shown,
in both normal state and superconducting state. In the last section, we
will go through the effect of electromagnetic environment on different
junction circuits.
2.1 Single Josephson Junction
2.1.1 Josephson effect
If a superconductor is cooled below the transition temperature, two elec-
trons will bind together through the interaction with a phonon, to form a
Cooper pair with charge 2e. All the Cooper pairs will enter in the same
quantum state which can be described by a macroscopic wave function
having amplitude |ψ| and phase ϕ asψ = |ψ|exp iϕ. A Josephson junction
can be created when two superconductors are separated by a very thin
insulating layer (∼1nm). Due to the small thickness of the insulating
barrier, the wave functions in the two electrodes can overlap, allowing
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Cooper pairs to tunnel across the junction [71, 72].
In 1962 Josephson made the remarkable prediction that a zero voltage
supercurrent [73]
Is = IC sin∆ϕ (2.1)
can flow across a Josephson junction. In this so-called dc Josephson
relation, ∆ϕ is the phase difference of the Ginzbrug-Laudau wavefunction
in the two superconductors, and the critical current IC is the maximum
supercurrent that the junction can support. At zero magnetic field the








where RN is the normal state resistance of the junction and ∆(T) is
the temperature dependent superconducting gap. The other physical
constants are electron charge e = 1.6× 10−19C and Boltzmann constant
kB = 1.38× 10−23J · K−1.
If a voltage V is applied to a Josephson junction, the phase difference







where ħh= 1.05× 10−34J · S is the reduced Planck constant. This equation
will cause an oscillating supercurrent with an amplitude IC at frequency
fJ = 2eV/h. This ac Josephson relation links voltage and frequency only
through fundamental constants e and h. From both dc and ac Josephson








If a Josephson junction is driven by electromagnetic radiation at
frequency fac, the response of dc current-voltage (I-V) characteristics


















Figure 2.1: The circuit of RCSJ model and the washboard potential. The
phase particle could escape out from the bottom of one potential well via
thermal activation (TA) or macroscopic quantum tunneling (MQT).
nhfac/2e [75]. This type of synchronization with an external source
of electromagnetic radiation can be used as a voltage standard because
the frequency can be measured with a very high precision.
The phase difference, ∆ϕ, is not a gauge-invariant variable so that it
does not have a unique value. Considering the existence of a magnetic
field, the gauge-invariant phase difference θ is defined as
θ ≡∆ϕ− (2π/Φ0)
∫
A · dS, (2.5)
where A is the vector potential, Φ0 = h/2e is the flux quanta and h =
6.63× 10−34J · S is Planck constant. The integration is from one electrode
of the junction to another, over the junction area S. In the dc and ac
Josephson relation, ∆ϕ should be replaced by θ .
To describe the dynamics of a realistic Josephson junction, the re-
sistively and capacitively shunted junction (RCSJ) model is normally
used [76, 77], in which the ideal junction is shunted by a resistor R and
capacitor C , as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Within this model, the phase
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difference θ of a current biased Josephson junction is described by the
following equation
I = IC sinθ + V/R+ CdV/d t. (2.6)
Using the ac Josephson relation, we can obtain the second-order non-
linear differential equation



























with a defined potential
U(θ) =−EJ(cosθ + γθ). (2.10)
Equation (2.9) is the analog to the equation of motion of a particle
of mass m= (ħh/2e)2C moving along the tilted washboard potential U(θ)
with a slope proportional to normalized bias current γ = I/IC (see Fig.
2.1). Here, ωp0 is the plasma frequency of the oscillating phase particle at
the bottom of one potential well with I = 0 and Q =ωp0RC is the quality
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Figure 2.2: (a) Hysteretic I-V curve of an underdamped Josephson junc-
tion. (b) Non-hysteretic I-V curve of an overdamped Josephson junction.
At finite temperature, switching current ISW replaces the critical current
IC .






In the absence of thermal and quantum fluctuations, in the case γ < 1,
the junction is in the zero-voltage state which corresponds to the particle
being trapped in the bottom of one potential well. As current is increased
above IC , the particle will escape out of the bottom and roll down along
the washboard, resulting in a voltage across the junction. For different
damping, the junction shows two types of I-V characteristics corresponding
to an overdamped case with βc < 1 and an underdamped case with βc > 1.
As shown in Fig. 2.2, if βc < 1, the equation V = R(I2 − I2C)
1/2 smoothly
interpolates between V = 0 for I < IC and resistive behavior V = IR for
I IC . In the underdamped case, the hysteretic I-V curve is no longer a
single value function. The voltage first jumps discontinuously to a finite
value 2∆/e. If I is reduced below IC , the voltage will not drop back to
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zero until a retrapping current Ir ≈ 4IC/πQ is reached. As the bias is
reduced, the energy fed from bias current can not be dissipated as phase
rolls down on the board until a much smaller bias current Ir . The particle
is then trapped in one local minima and the junction goes back into the
supercurrent branch.
2.1.2 Escape Rate
For an underdamped Josephson junction, at finite temperatures T > 0, the
phase particle may escape out from one potential well by thermally acti-
vated (TA) processes [48, 49, 78, 79] or macroscopic quantum tunneling
(MQT) through the barrier [80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. At the switching current
ISW < IC , the Josephson junction switches into the 2∆/e voltage state.
The energy barrier for escape or tunneling is current dependent. It is
written as [78]
∆U(γ) = 2EJ[(1− γ2)1/2− γ cos−1 γ] (2.13)
for I < IC . As γ is increased, the plasma frequency of the phase particle is
also weakly dependent on bias current
ωp =ωp0(1− γ2)1/4. (2.14)







The thermally activated escape rate ΓTA is dominant at a high tempera-












where at is a temperature and damping dependent prefactor
at = 4/(
p
1+QkB T/1.8∆U + 1)
2. (2.17)
As temperature is lowered, thermally activated escape is exponentially








the quantum tunneling rate ΓMQT exceeds ΓTA. Within the Wentzel-
























Note that ΓMQT , ωp and ∆U are all dependent on the bias current. The
MQT rate is exponentially dependent on the damping, or ΓMQT decreases
as more dissipation is introduced, causing the phase to be more localized.





Thus, stronger damping implies a lower Tcr , causing the MQT more
difficult to be observed.
In the case of low temperatures and small damping, the energy of the
phase particle in one potential well is quantized [11, 86]. Because one
Josephson junction can be deemed as an anharmonic oscillator consisting
of a capacitor and a non-linear inductor, the energy spacing between two
adjacent quantized levels become smaller as higher excited states are

















Figure 2.3: (a) Illustration of a dc SQUID. (b) Non-hysteretic I-V curves at
different values of flux in the loop.
state in a parabolic approximation is
E01 = hωp. (2.22)
If a microwave radiation at frequency fmw is applied to the junction, single
photon or multi-photon absorption could drive the transition between the
ground and first excited state, fulfilling the condition: E01 = nhfmw where
n is the photon number (for example, see Ref. [12, 13, 87]).
2.1.3 dc SQUID
A dc SQUID normally consists of two Josephson junctions connected in
parallel in a superconducting loop, as sketched in Fig. 2.3 (a). Defining the
critical current and phase of junction 1 and 2 as IC1,2 and θ1,2 respectively,
the bias current I is split between two junctions as
I = IC1 sinθ1+ IC2 sinθ2. (2.23)
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The flux quantization in the superconducting loop requires
θ1− θ2 = 2πΦ/Φ0(mod2π), (2.24)
here Φ is the total flux through the loop. Assuming two junctions have the
same critical current IC and the external flux is Φe, Φ could be written by
Φ = Φe + LIs (2.25)





where L is the loop inductance. All the equations are considered in the
zero-voltage state. If the loop inductance L is much smaller than the
junction inductance LJ , the parameter of the SQUID, βL ≡ 2LIC/Φ0 1,
Φ = Φe and the screening current is negligible. Thus, we can get a fully
tuned current from zero to maximum 2IC by applying an external field:
I = 2IC sinθ | cos(πΦ/Φ0)|. (2.27)
In this case, the SQUID behaves effectively as a single junction with flux
dependent critical current 2IC | cos(πΦ/Φ0)|. Indeed, the SQUIDs in our
devices stay in this regime so that we can tune the critical current and
effective Josephson coupling energy from the maximum down to zero.
The relative amplitude of the modulation of the critical current with flux
is affected strongly by βL. If βL = 1, the modulation is 50%. In the case
βL  1, it is inversely proportional to βL.
If a dc SQUID is operated as a magnetometer, it becomes a flux to
voltage convertor. The SQUID must fulfill two conditions in order to have
a high sensitivity and low noise. For the junction, βc < 1 ensures a single
value I-V relation. For the superconducting loop, βL ≤ 1 is the optimal
working point. Normally, the bias current is set to be slightly greater than
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2IC and the I-V curves are shifted between two typical curves shown in
Fig. 2.3(b) as the flux in the loop changes. Thus, the output voltage will
be a periodic function of external magnetic filed, with a periodicity Φ0.
Considering two phase variables in two Josephson junctions, the dy-
namics of a dc SQUID must be seen as the equation of motion of a particle
in a two dimensional (2D) potential. Basically, it is a tilted parabolic
shape potential which is shifted by Φe with multiple meta-stable states
separated by a saddle point. The 2D macroscopic quantum tunneling has
been observed in a current biased hysteretic dc SQUID [88, 89].
2.1.4 Ultra-small Junction
All the discussion of a Josephson junction above is in the classical Joseph-
son regime where we only consider the phase variable of the junction. In
a quantum mechanical description, the charge operator Q associated with
the junction capacitance C is a conjugate variable to (ħh/2e)ϕ. This causes
the commutation relation
[ϕ,Q] = 2ie. (2.28)
This phase-charge uncertainty relation does not play a major role for
a large junction because of the negligible Q operator. However, if the
junction size is reduced to be so small that the energy cost of a single
charge (electron or Cooper pair) across the junction is significant, a
quantum mechanical description of the junction is needed. For simplicity,
we can write the Hamiltonian of a zero-biased small Josephson junction




)2− EJ cosϕ, (2.29)



















Figure 2.4: The ground and first excited energy bands of a single Joseph-
son junction for two values of EJ/EC . Solid line: EJ/EC = 0.2 and dashed
line: EJ/EC = 2.





corresponding to the static energy of one discrete charge on the capacitor.
Obviously, for a normal state tunnel junction, the 2e in the charge operator
will be replaced by e.
Accordingly, from the Josephson energy term −EJ cosϕ, equation
(2.29) describes a particle moving in a periodic potential. The energy
eigenstate has the form of




where n is the order of an eigenstate which is dependent on a charg-
ing parameter Q x considered as a "quasi-charge" in analog to the quasi-
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momentum in a Bloch state in a periodic lattice. This charge state has a
definite number of Cooper pairs, but a completely indefinite phase vari-
able. The energy level En(Q x) has a band structure having a periodicity 2e,
covering −e ≤Q x ≤e in the first Brillouin zone. The detailed expression of
En(Q x) depends on the competition between EJ and EC , as shown in Fig.
2.4.
In the "nearly free-electron" limit with EC EJ , the energy band is ap-
proximately given by a parabolic function En(Q x)≈Q2x/2C in the extended
Brillouin zones. The band gap at the boundary where Q x =±e is
δEn = EC(EJ/EC)
n/nn−1. (2.33)
Apparently, the first band gap between the ground and first excited state
is the Josephson coupling energy EJ .
In the opposite limit EC EJ , the ground state has the energy















and the energy gap to the first excited state is
δE1 = ħhωp0. (2.36)
In this strong Josephson limit, the junction more likely stays in the ground
state because of the large band gap.
Analogous to the ac Josephson effect which describes the current
oscillation occurring in a voltage biased junction, a dc current biased
small junction with EC EJ at very low temperature can show similar
voltage oscillations (Bloch oscillations) due to the coherence of Cooper
pair tunneling with high shunting impedance. If the driving current is
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very small, the quasi-charge Q x is increased adiabatically and the system
stays in the lowest band. The voltage across the junction will oscillate at
a frequency fBloch = I/2e. To observe this effect, a dc plus ac current can
be applied to the junction simultaneously [90]. If the ac frequency is in
resonance with the Bloch oscillation frequency, the I-V characteristics will
show resonant current peaks.
For a small junction with well-defined charge numbers, two condi-
tions must be satisfied for Coulomb charging energy. At first, EC should
be considerably larger than thermal noise at experimental temperature:
EC kB T . Secondly, it must exceed the quantum energy uncertainty as-
sociated with the time constant of the junction: ∆E ≥h/2RT C . Thus the
junction tunnel resistance RT must satisfy
RT ≥ RK (2.37)
where RK = h/e2 ≈ 25.9kΩ is the resistance quantum.
We now look at a normal tunnel junction with high RT and well-
controlled charge numbers at zero temperature. An electron tunneling,
causing the charge to change from Q to Q − e, is only possible if the








This condition is satisfied only if Q ≥ e/2, or the voltage on the junction
is V ≤ e/2C . In other words, there is no current flowing through the
junction in the range −e/2C < V < e/2C . This current suppression below
certain voltage is named Coulomb blockade. If the junction is current
biased, the junction is charged up to V = e/2C in a period, causing one
electron to tunnel. The voltage then drops down to −e/2C and increases
again. This cycling process is a single electron Bloch oscillation which has
a frequency fBloch = I/e.
It is well known that the tunneling process occurs only via exchanging
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Figure 2.5: The circuit of an ultra-small tunnel junction biased by the
voltage source via the external impedance Z(ω).
energy between the junction and the electromagnetic environment in
which the junction is embedded [40, 41, 42]. In this charging regime,
the tunneling rate of single charge is directly proportional to the energy
exchange probability P(E).
As shown in Fig. 2.5, one ultra-small junction is biased by a voltage in
series with the impedance Z(ω). Note that the current biased configura-
tion can be treated in the same way as this case, where the voltage source
is a function of the time averaged current through the junction. Using
the Caldeira-Leggett model [26, 27], the environment can be treated
quantum mechanically as an infinite set of LC harmonic oscillators. In
general, the impedance Z(ω) consists of some resistive components which
are responsible for dissipation.
The forward tunneling rate is written as
−→







1− exp(−E/kB T )
P(eV − E), (2.39)











The phase-phase correlation function J(t) is mainly determined by the











(cosωt − 1)− i sinωt], (2.41)
where the total impedance of the circuit ZT (ω) is composed by the junction





We can also write the backward tunneling rate as
−→
Γ (V ) =
←−
Γ (−V ). (2.43)
Thus, the total current or the I-V characteristics is




Γ (V )). (2.44)
Obviously, the dynamics of an ultra-small tunnel junction is affected
strongly by the shunting impedance. If this impedance is much less than
the resistance quantum, then we can make a good approximation that
Z(ω) = 0. This will cause P(E) = δ(E). The junction shows a standard
resistive I-V curve without Coulomb gap voltage. In the high impedance
case where ReZ(ω)RK , we find P(E) = δ(E − EC) at low temperature.
This means that only if the energy provided by the source satisfies eV = EC ,
the electron can tunnel through the junction via transferring the same
amount of energy to the environment. Thus, the Coulomb gap e/2C is
recovered.
Now we look at a ultra-small Josephson junction with EC EJ biased
by a voltage V . Using the same method, the Cooper pair current flowing
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through this superconducting junction is [43, 46, 91]




Γ (V )) =
πeE2J
ħh
[P(2eV )− P(−2eV )]. (2.45)
To illustrate the fundamental behavior of this Josephson junction, we
assume a simple case where a shunting resistor R forms a pure ohmic
environment. In the low impedance limit where R RK , the function
P(2eV ) is peaked at V = 0 and I-V curve shows a supercurrent at zero volt-
age. The quantum fluctuations of the phase variable increase as charging
effect increases. A larger EC/EJ ratio causes a smaller effective Josephson
coupling energy E∗J [44, 46]. Consequently, the supercurrent branch of the
I-V curve turns into a "supercurrent" peak, showing a clear phase diffusion
region. The strong damping from the low impedance environment can
compress the quantum fluctuations of the phase, increasing the effective
Josephson energy. At finite temperature, the results of P(E) theory in this
regime coincide with the picture for the phase diffusion in a junction with
overdamped phase dynamics [43].
When the impedance of the environment is increased, the charging
effects becomes observable. In the case R > RK , the function P(2eV )




charging energy corresponding to one Cooper pair. The tunneling of
Cooper pairs is now determined by the interplay of energy from the
voltage source and the Cooper pair charging energy. When these two
energies have equal value, the condition for tunneling is satisfied and
the I-V curve shows a current peak centered around the value Vb = e/C .
If we replace the single electron by a Cooper pair in the normal state
junction case, we can also get this result. The peak becomes sharper as
the impedance of the environment increases. The experiments performed
on a single Josephson junctions with EC EJ , in a high impedance ohmic
environment, have shown the current peaks induced by incoherent Cooper
pair tunneling at non-zero voltage [52].
For a small underdamped Josephson junction having high tunnel resis-
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tance, the characteristic frequencies involved in the dynamics such as MQT,
TA escape and retrapping rate are very high. For instance, the plasma
frequency is ωp ∼ 1011Hz and the retrapping voltage Vg corresponds to
a frequency 2eVg/ħh ∼ 1012Hz. Unless extremely small, high impedance
components are fabricated close to the junction (within 1mm), the high
frequency shunting impedance of the whole circuit, which is seen by the
junction, plays a major role. Generally, the leads connecting the junction
to the current and voltage bonding pads show a typical impedance on the
order of the vacuum impedance Z0 ≈ 50Ω at a microwave frequency.
It is crucial to understand the effect of this low impedance (strong
damping) in small, high resistance junction circuits. This has a significant
impact on the low temperature behavior of the retrapping current Ir(T).
Ir(T) does not drop continuously as temperature decreases, showing a
temperature independent region below a threshold. This observation
can not be explained within the RCSJ model where Ir(T) is estimated to
be 4IC/πQ, decreasing exponentially with the freezing out of the quasi-
particle damping as exp(−∆/kB T). Instead, the damping mechanism
mainly is due to the high frequency lead impedance Z0 which exceeds the
quasi-particle damping at low temperature [92, 93].
Another consequence of this strong damping is the phase diffusion in
an underdamped small junction before it switches into the gap voltage
state [38, 94]. Similar to the nonhysteretic overdamped junction which
has finite thermally activated resistance below IC , the small junction is
overdamped at microwave frequency. As the bias current increases above
a threshold, the phase particle has nonzero probability to roll over the
energy barriers and to be retrapped into the bottom of the next potential
well, causing a finite voltage pulse. The repeating diffusion events will
cause a finite resistance before the junction switches into the gap voltage
state. Indeed, phase diffusion even can exist in the underdamped regime of
a current biased small junction [95]. In a specially designed extremely low
impedance environment, a small and nonhysteretic Josephson junction
may recover its theoretical critical current [96].
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To observe the charging nature of a small Josephson junction, it not
only requires a high tunnel resistance, but also a high shunting impedance.
In practice, a very high impedance condition is very hard to fulfill. The
low impedance formed by the lead may wash out the charging nature of a
small junction by reducing the quantum fluctuations of the phase variable.
A high impedance environment can be obtained by depositing high resis-
tance normal metal close to the junction [28, 52, 97] or using the SQUID
arrays as the leads which exhibits a very high dynamic resistance if the flux
through the loop is tuned to be Φ0/2. Although the effective impedance
of the junction array can not be described by a linear impedance model,
it still was used to observe the Coulomb blockade of Cooper-pair and
coherent tunneling in a single Josephson junction [50, 55, 98].
2.2 Single Electron Transistor
Although a single junction can be operated in the charging regime, the
charge related Hamiltonian is constant. Using a gate electrode to voltage
bias a Josephson junction via a capacitor, the island is isolated from
external environment by the junction. Thus, the charge on the island can
be well-defined, forming a so-called Cooper pair box. By adding one more
junction to the island, a double junction system can sustain a dc current
with a gate controlled potential on the island. In this section, we will
show the theoretical description of such a device, named a single electron
transistor (SET), in both the normal state and the superconducting state.
The effect of the electromagnetic environment on the sSET will also be
addressed.
2.2.1 SET in Normal State
As shown in Fig. 2.6. A normal state SET can be made using normal metal
or driving the superconducting SET to normal state in a strong magnetic
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Figure 2.6: The configuration of a SET. The island (dashed box) includes
the capacitors of two tunnel junctions and the gate capacitance Cg . Gate
voltage Vg is used to control the offset charge on the island.




here CΣ = C1+ C2+ Cg is the total capacitance of the island, C1,2 denote
the capacitance of two junctions and Cg is the gate capacitance. We
assume the temperature is low enough so that EC  KB T . Moreover, two
time constants of the circuit R1C1 and R2C2 have to be longer than the
uncertainty time associated with the Coulomb energy ∆t ∼ h/2EC . This
ensures the charge on the island to be localized. Thus the junction tunnel
resistance must satisfy
R1,2 > RK . (2.47)
Under these circumstances, the SET is in the Coulomb-blockade regime,
and the electron number on the island is a good quantum variable. We
assume Q1, Q2 and Q g are the charge number on two junction capacitors
and gate capacitor, respectively. The island charge number is n = Q1 −
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Q2 −Q g . The tunneling of one excess electron on the island increases
the total island charge by e. The increase of the island potential due to
the tunneling can be large enough so that the tunneling of subsequent
electrons is prevented. For a symmetrically voltage biased SET, when one
electron tunnels on the island across the first junction, the charge number












In this equation, Q g = Cg Vg acts effectively as an offset charge on the
island. Therefore, Q g can be controlled by adjusting the electrostatic
potential Vg on the gate. Similarly, we can write the energy difference
∆E−2 for one electron tunneling off the island through the second junction,
corresponding to the island charge number dropping back to n. These two
steps result in one electron being transferred across the SET from left to
right. We can also get the energy ∆E−1 and ∆E
+
2 which are the energies
for an electron tunneling across the island from right to left.
A net current can flow through the SET only if the tunneling is electro-
statically favorable, requiring ∆E±1,2 > 0. We can get the V − Vg relations
which are shown as multiple parallel lines fulfilling these equations. As
shown in Fig. 2.7, the energy eV has to be larger than the energy dif-
ference between the initial and final states, which is dependent on the
gate charge number Q g . At the charge degeneracy point Q g/e = 1/2, the
energy difference decreases down to zero. Current now can pass the SET
even for a bias V ∼ 0.
For the conditions ∆E±1,2 < 0, the charge states are stable because of






























Figure 2.7: (a) Schematic illustration for single electron tunneling con-
ditions. (b) The stability diagram of a normal state SET with C1 = 2C2 =












Inside these diamond regions on the V−Vg plane (see Fig. 2.7 (b)), the
island has a certain number of electrons. The transitions between different
charge states are suppressed by Coulomb blockade effect. Thus, no current
can flow through the device. If we apply a bias voltage V < e/CΣ and
sweep the gate voltage Vg simultaneously, periodic current peaks will be
observed when the SET is driven out of the stable diamond regions. These
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Figure 2.8: Coulomb blockade oscillations of a SET for a bias voltage
V < e/CΣ.
Coulomb blockade oscillations are illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
2.2.2 SET in Superconducting State
If the SET is made of superconducting material, and operated below the
superconducting transition temperature of the material, the SET goes into
a superconducting state. Actually, this is the common case because a single
charge tunneling device is always cooled down to mK range, for reducing
thermal fluctuations. For instance, ultra-small Al/AlOx/Al tunnel junctions
are commonly used in a metallic SET because of the high quality, native
oxide insulting layer which grows on Al. In this case, the charge carriers
are Cooper pairs or quasi-particles. For this type of superconducting SET
with superconducting leads and island, sometimes called Cooper pair
transistor, we have to take into account the superconducting energy gap
∆ and the Josephson coupling energy EJ1,2 of both junctions.
For simplicity, we assume EJ1,2 EC so that the number of Cooper
pairs is well-defined and the sSET is governed by the charging energy of
the island, here EC = e2/2CΣ is still the island charging energy. We can
obtain the similar Coulomb blockade equations for Cooper pair tunneling.


































Figure 2.9: The energy of a superconducting SET in different charge states.
Bottom panel: superconducting state with lifted odd charge state. Single
and double lines are electron and Cooper pair tunneling respectively.
one pair tunnels across the first Josephson junction, the island charge
number is changed by 2e. This type of tunneling is dissipationless, i.e.
the energy provided by bias eV must be equal to the energy difference
between different charging states.
The quasi-particles can be generated only by a large bias voltage
V > 2∆/e, which can break the Cooper pairs. Once there exists a quasi-
particle, the free energy of the sSET with odd charge number is lifted
up by F0(T). As shown in Fig. 2.9, the energy difference between an
odd and even charge state is assumed to be F0(T)> EC . For the electron
tunneling (single line), the extra energy 2F0(T ) must be provided to break
one Cooper pair.
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At very low temperature, a sSET should have a 2e periodic oscillation
of conductance or switching current with respect to the gate charge while
sweeping Vg . As temperature increases to a crossover temperature T
∗,
a crossover from 2e to e occurs. This parity effect is induced by the
populated charging states with odd numbers, over the states with even
numbers [53, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105]. This type of parity
change can also be induced by Andreev reflections in a superconductor-
normal metal junction device [106, 107].
Note that T ∗ is normally much smaller than Tc so that ∆(T ∗) ≈
∆(0)kB T . For all values of Q g , the non-degenerate ground state has a
even number. The odd number state is the first excited state with degen-
eracy Ne f f which denotes the total number of excited states in the entire
island volume, within an energy gap KB T above the superconducting gap.
The excitations with even or odd number have grand canonical partition
functions above the ground state
Zeven = [(1+ e
−∆/kB T )Ne f f + (1− e−∆/kB T )Ne f f ]/2 (2.51)
and
Zodd = [(1+ e
−∆/kB T )Ne f f − (1− e−∆/kB T )Ne f f ]/2. (2.52)
Thus, the free energy difference between these two states is derived to be
F0(T ) = kB T ln
Zeven
Zodd
= kB T ln
(1+ e−∆/kB T )Ne f f + (1− e−∆/kB T )Ne f f
(1+ e−∆/kB T )Ne f f − (1− e−∆/kB T )Ne f f
. (2.53)
The exact number of states available for excitations is the integration over
the energy above the superconducting gap







where V is the island volume, ρ(0) is the density of states including spin
per unit volume at Fermi level and ε is the excitation energy. At very low
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temperature, Ne f f and F0(T ) are estimated to be





F0(T )≈∆− kB T ln Ne f f . (2.56)
At a certain temperature T ∗ = ∆/kB ln Ne f f , F0(T) drops down to zero,
causing an equal probability of the system having an odd or even charge
number. Note that this is a pure thermal effect and we ignore the existence
of quasi-particles. In reality, the quasi-particle poisoning in a sSET is very
common if there does not exist any special treatment for building an
energy barrier to block the tunneling of quasi-particles onto the island,
such as a quasi-particle filter or trap on chip [108, 109].
Defining ϕ1,2 as the phase and EJ1,2 as the Joseohson coupling energy
of two Josephson junctions respectively, the total number of Cooper pairs
across the sSET is Qφ = (Q1+Q2)/2, the excess charges on the island is
2ne = Q1 −Q2 −Q g , where Q1,2 are the charges on the first and second
junctions and Q g = Cg Vg is the charge on the gate. The Hamiltonian of




)2− EJ1 cosϕ1− EJ2 cosϕ2, (2.57)
here we exclude the environment related energy term which will be
discussed in next chapter.
For the two Josephson terms, the total phase across two junctions is
φ = ϕ1+ϕ2 (2.58)
which behaves as a classical variable. On the contrary, the phase of the
island
θ = (ϕ1−ϕ2)/2 (2.59)
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is a quantum variable and obeys the commutation relation with n
[θ , n] = 2i. (2.60)
The classical variable φ has another commutation relation with Qφ as



















Equation (2.61) describes a gate dependent single junction Hamilto-
nian with quantum variable θ of the island which is effectively isolated
from external environment. The eigenstates of this sSET can be solved to
be band structures with energy Em(Q g ,φ), having two conjugate coordi-
nates: charge and total phase on the island. The bands are 2e periodic
with gate charge Q g and 2π periodic with phase φ. If the sSET is symmet-
ric with identical junctions, EJ0 = EJ1 = EJ2, the Josephson energy term in
the sSET Hamiltonian is simplified to be −2EJ0 cos(φ/2) cosθ .
2.2.3 sSET in Electromagnetic Environment
The electromagnetic environment has to be taken into account in de-
termining the tunneling of Cooper pairs in a sSET circuit. In the low
impedance limit, the I-V curve of the sSET is characterized by a supercur-
rent branch at a vanishing voltage. The total phase φ is well-defined. A
bias current I applied to the sSET will add the term −(Φ0/2π)Iφ to the
Hamiltonian. This external current tilts the two dimensional energy along
the φ direction.
The critical current of the sSET for the mth energy band at gate charge
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Q g is found to be
ImC (Q g) =
2π
Φ0
∂ Em(Q g ,φ)
∂ φ
. (2.64)
Being a function of Q g , this current will show an even parity if there does
not exist any quasi-particle excitation on the island. For a specific gate
charge, ImC (Q g) is maximized for the lowest band (ground state) and will
exhibit 2e periodicity with respect to Q g . At the charge degeneracy point
±e, ImC (Q g) reaches its maximum [65].
This charge modulation of the critical current of the sSET is dependent
on the competition of EJ and EC [66, 111]. Assuming both junctions are
identical with a Josephson energy EJ0, if EC is very small and negligible,








in the ground state. This result agrees with the calculation for two
Josephson junctions in series where the total phase is split equally in
half. Note that here, the charging effect is minor so that I0C(Q g) lost the
gate charge dependence.
In the opposite case where EJ/EC  1, the maximum critical current










This is exactly half the value of equation (2.65). In the middle of two










As temperature increases, thermal fluctuations may wash out the
supercurrent branch, resulting in a finite resistance due to phase diffusion.
In practice, the measured switching current is much smaller than the
theoretical prediction [102].
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Figure 2.10: The circuit of a sSET capacitively coupled to a metallic
ground plane. CI is the capacitance between the island to the ground
plane. CL is lead capacitance.
In the high impedance limit, the phase φ does no longer behave
classically and the supercurrent is destroyed by quantum fluctuations. As
a consequence of the phase-charge duality, the sSET in the high impedance
limit is well described by the charge dynamics. Instead of a supercurrent
branch, the I-V curve shows a Coulomb blockade voltage which can also
be modulated by the gate charge [69, 70, 111].
Similar to the single small junction in a high impedance environment,
this double junction system can be described by the two dimensional
Bloch band picture which is represented by two charge variables: Q1,2
on the first and second junction respectively. In the limit EJ/EC 1, the
total phase of the island φ is meaningless, while its conjugate variable,
the total charge across the island, Qφ, has very small level of fluctuations.
This will cause the voltage on the sSET to be a function of gate charge
with a periodicity 2e [111].
One special case of the dissipative environment is a two dimensional
electron gas capacitively coupled to a sSET. The 2DEG sheet resistance,
R2DEG, can be tuned in situ while keeping other parameters unchanged.
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The tunneling of Cooper pairs is dissipative because of the interaction
with the normal metal imaging charges. Using P(E) theory, Wilhelm et al
calculated the effect of such a dissipative environment for a small EJ/EC
ratio [47], where different environments were considered. The equivalent
circuit is sketched in Fig. 2.10.






This rate depends on the change in charging energy during the tunneling
process, which in turn depends on the gate charge Q g = Cg Vg and the bias
voltage V . If the excess Cooper pair number on the island is increased
from n to n+ 1, we can get
δEch =−4EC(2n−Q g/e+ 1) + eV. (2.69)






The function P(E) can be calculated from the phase-phase correlation
function J(t) which is determined by this total impedance. By doing
so for both junctions, the I-V characteristics can be obtained. Defining
a dimensionless factor of dissipation g ≡RK/R2DEG, for a low bias volt-
age and in strong damping regime where g  1, the conductance is
found to be G ∝ gE2J /T
2 for wide, short leads which satisfy the condition
C0, Cg CI CL, where Cg is the gate capacitance, CI and CL the capaci-
tances between the island and the leads to the metallic plane, respectively.
Another typical case is the long, narrow leads, which can be modeled as
a RC transmission lines. The impedance is found to be ZRC(ω) =
p
R/iωCsq
where Csq is the unit square capacitance between the leads and the ground
plane. The conductance has the power law with g, T as G ∝g1/3 and
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 superconducting SET dc SQUID 
Junctions     in series         in parallel  
Configuration island loop 
Modulation charge  flux  
Periodicity 2e Φ0=h/2e 
Coupling capacitive  inductive 
Used as electrometer magnetometer 
Environment high impedance low impedance 
Figure 2.11: Duality between sSET and dc SQUID.
G ∝T−5/3. The dissipation dependence of conductance has been proved to
have a good agreement with the experimental result for comparable EJ
and EC [51]. The temperature dependence in the experiment, however,
is found to be ∝T−0.9. This discrepancy may come from the theoretical
assumption of small EJ/EC ratio, which is far from the experimental
condition EJ/EC ≈ 1. Another measurement on a sSET in strong charging
regime with small EJ/EC = 0.2 has been shown to have a good agreement
with the calculation in the Cooper pair co-tunneling regime [30].
2.2.4 Analog Between dc SQUID and sSET
As mentioned above, a single Josephson junction shows the duality of
phase and charge in their favorite opposite environment: low and high.
The sSET, with well-controlled Hamiltonian and small EJ/EC , is dominated
by the charge variable in a high impedance environment, showing a
Coulomb gap voltage modulated by gate charge with a periodicity 2e. The
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nature of the tunneling of Cooper pairs is incoherent, i.e. phase variable
has strong quantum fluctuations. A voltage biased sSET can be used as a
very sensitive electrometer where Cooper pair tunneling is modulated by
gate charge with a periodicity 2e.
Compared to a dc-SQUID which has two large Josephson junction in
parallel, there is a duality between these two different systems [112]. The
voltage of a current biased dc SQUID shows a modulation by flux through
the SQUID loop with a periodicity Φ0, allowing the SQUID to function as
a magnetometer with a very high sensitivity. Note that the coupling of
the signal to the SQUID is inductive. The input impedance to a SQUID is
extremely low. The sSET, however, favors a high input impedance with
capacitive coupling. Indeed, the analog between these two devices can
be understood by the electromagnetic duality transformation of Q↔Φ,
V ↔I and C ↔L, as shown in Fig. 2.11.
Both SQUID and sSET can be operated at high frequency for high speed
measurements. For instance, a dc SQUID can be operated at microwave
frequency via an inductively coupled resonant circuit, as a low noise
amplifier [113, 114]. Similarly, a LC resonant circuit at high frequency
can also be used in a high speed rf sSET electrometer, as a transformer
from the high input impedance to the 50Ω coax line. The output signal is
a periodic function of gate charge with a periodicity e for a normal state




Experimental Methods and Circuit Model
In this chapter, we start with the experimental techniques in fabrica-
tion and measurement, including sample preparation, 2DEG resistance
measurement, electron-beam lithography and double angle shadow evap-
oration. We then introduce the device characterization, circuit model,
refrigeration and noise cancelation method. The problems happened in
the measurement will also be discussed.
3.1 Sample Preparation
3.1.1 Substrate Description
We choose a GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructure as the substrate, where a
two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is located 100nm below the surface.
The back side of the substrate can be attached to a gold coated silicon
wafer. By applying a negative back gate voltage (VBG), an uniform electric
field is generated, for reducing the density of charge carriers with 2DEG.
Thus, the 2DEG sheet resistance (R2DEG) is a function of VBG. Because
of the capacitive coupling between 2DEG and the sSET circuit, the total
shunting impedance seen by the sSET can be tuned in situ.
The heterostructure substrate was fabricated by Prof. Zbigniew Wron-
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ski at National Research Council in Ottawa. The substrate was made
by growing a layer of AlxGa1−xAs on top of a GaAs substrate using the
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method. Typically, x = 0.3. The het-
erostructure consists of 500nm of GaAs, 94nm of Al0.3Ga0.7As and 6 nm of
GaAs from bottom to the surface. In the growing process, the Al0.3Ga0.7As
layer is selectively doped with Si donors located 40 nm above the lower
GaAs/AlGaAs interface. This donor layer is used to trap the electrons at
the GaAs/AlGaAs interface.
A conduction band offset of about 0.3V forms at the lower GaAs/AlGaAs
interface due to a larger band gap of AlGaAs. As a result, a triangle po-
tential well dips below the Fermi energy at the interface. Because the
AlGaAs layer is usually electron-doped, some electrons are confined in the
potential well and collected by the attractive electrostatic potential due to
the positively ionized donors. To reduce the scattering from the donors,
the dopant layer is separated from the interface by an undoped AlGaAs
buffer layer. Usually, this interface has an atomic-scale thickness and the
electrons are confined into a two dimensional space with the free motion
parallel to the interface (see Fig. 3.1).
To prepare the substrates for later treatment, we cleaved the substrate
into 3×3mm2 squares and glued the surface to one side of a brass rod, for
polishing the back side. A small amount of wax, melted on a hotplate, was
used as the glue and a protective layer for 2DEG surface. The back side
of the substrate was polished down to ∼200µm on an auto polisher, in
order to obtain a larger tuning range of dissipation as VBG was increased.
In our experiment, the maximum back gate voltage was 600V. We put the
thinned substrates into acetone for hours to dissolve the wax. Sometime,
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Figure 3.1: Physical structure and the conduction band of GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructure. A 2DEG is formed at the interface of GaAs and AlGaAs.
3.1.2 Ohmic Contact
A good electrical contact to the 2DEG is essential for a reliable mea-
surement. Several methods can be used to make a good contact to the
sub-surface electron gas. The technique we used is to make InSn alloy at
the corners of the substrate [115]. The mechanism by which InSn makes
a good ohmic contact is complicated and not well-understood. A possible
explanation is that the alloy InAs (from InSn and GaAs) has an electron
affinity to GaAs.
Typical steps for making an Ohmic contact included:
1. Clean sample with ultrasound in acetone and in isopropanol alcohol
(IPA) for 5 minutes respectively, for removing any residue left on the
surface. After the cleaning, use compressed air to blow dry.
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2. Prepare InSn alloy on a clean microscope slide by melting 95% In
and 5% Sn by weight (99.999% purity) using a soldering iron at about
700◦F.
3. Press InSn onto the substrate surface using the soldering tip at
600◦F. A good contact is a natural solder spot with a diameter ∼0.5mm.
It may be necessary to press the spot down by tweezers if it is too tall.
4. Place the sample onto a copper heater in a home-made chamber. A
thermocouple thermometer is used to monitor the baking temperature.
Flush the chamber with a mixture of 20% H2 and 80% He gas for 10 min
to remove the air left inside. The gas flow rate is set to an optimal range,
typically 100-150 ml/min.
5. Bake the substrate at 110◦C for 1 min to remove adsorbed moisture
on the surface.
6. Increase temperature to 400◦C and keep the substrate at 400◦C for
4 min.
7. Turn off the heater and leave gas flowing until sample is cool back
to room temperature.
8. Test the Ohmic contacts at 4.2 K.
In these procedures, we treat the period at 400◦C as the baking time,
which is critical for making a good Ohmic contact. The starting point
of the process of forming InAs is between 300◦C and 400◦C, thus the
actual baking time will be a little longer. The Ohmic contact is made to a
very thin electron layer, thus either too short or too long baking time will
cause the contacts to fail. Baking time from 3 to 5 minutes worked well
for our substrate with 2DEG 100nm below the surface. A typical baking
procedure is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The chamber is a home-made 4×4×4in3 clear plastic box with gas
inlet and outlet, and a rubber gasket seal. Two copper wires are attached
to the ends of a 2Ω nickel-chrome heating wire which is held inside a
copper block with ceramic insulation. The substrates are put on top of
the heater and the temperature is monitored by a thermocouple with a
accuracy of 1◦C. The thermometer is attached to the heater surface close
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Figure 3.2: Typical baking temperature with time for making Ohmic
contact. The duration of the plateau at 400◦C is defined as the baking
time.
to the samples. An ac current is applied through the wire for heating the
2DEG substrates up. Because of the heat capacity of the heater and a
relative small amount of available heater power (∼30W), it takes about 4
minutes to increase the temperature from 100 ◦C to 400◦C. This process is
performed in a reducing gas atmosphere, where the H2 is used to minimize
the oxidation of the InSn alloy and the heterostructure.
3.2 Electron Beam Lithography
The electron beam lithography method has been widely used to make
structures with a dimension less than 500nm. Unlike photo lithography,
where the resolution is limited by the wavelength of light, the resolution
of e-beam lithography is limited by the spot size of backscattered electrons
from the substrate, which is mainly determined by the beam energy and
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the substrate material. In our experiment, we used the bilayer photo
resist coating to make the undercut for the double angle evaporation. The
dimension of finest structures we could reach was 50nm.
3.2.1 Bilayer Resist Coating
E-beam lithography relies on the selective exposure of the photo resist
which is sensitive to the relatively low energy electrons. For a positive
resist, the electron beam breaks the bonds in the large molecular weight
polymer. The weakened part of the resist has smaller weight and can be
dissolved in the developer while the unexposed part remains. Thus, the
unexposed area will be dissolved in the developer. The exposed part of
a negative resist, however, will be hardened due to the formed bonds
between different molecules. Because of the convenient design and higher
spatial resolution, positive resist is more widely used.
Bilayer resist coating is commonly used because it is convenient for
making an undercut during the process. The actual dimension of the struc-
ture is determined by the top layer only and the undercut in the bottom
layer makes the lift-off step much easier. In our experiment, the coated
lower molecular weight bottom layer is more sensitive to the e-beam than
the higher molecular weight top layer. After the exposure, more bottom
layer will be removed during the development, leaving a suspended top
layer resist with a higher spatial resolution. The undercut profile is af-
fected by the photo resist thickness and their different sensitivity to the
electron beam. Thus, a proper combination of two types of photo resist is
necessary for a desired undercut, shown in Fig. 3.3.
An alternative method is to choose a different type of bottom layer
resist which is not sensitive to the electron beam and the developer. Thus
the lithography procedure only makes the pattern on the top layer. After
developing the top layer, the designed pattern is made on the bottom
layer. Using a special solvent for the bottom layer only, the undercut can







Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the exposure of bilayer resist coating
in electron beam lithography.
exposure and development parameters can be determined separatively.
In practice, the bilayer method minimizes the chances of touches
between the metal deposited on the resist and on the substrate because
evaporation is directional so that no metal will be deposited inside the
undercut. This ensures a clean edge of the pattern on the substrate.
Moreover, the metal thickness is usually less than half thickness of the
bottom layer resist. In this case, the lifting off can be finished easily
by immersing the sample into the solvent. Increasing the developer
temperature or using ultrasound will increase the developing speed. In
addition, bilayer resist method also helps to increase the expose accuracy
because the top layer is held further away from the substrate, which is a
source of the back-scattered electrons.
Two types of resist we used were the copolymer MMA (methacrylic
acid) for the bottom layer and 950K PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate,
molecular weight 950K) for the top layer, both from MicroChem Corp.
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MMA and PMMA were diluted to 8% in Ethyl Lactate and 2% in anisole
respectively. The thickness of resist was determined by its concentration,
spin speed, substrate size, distance from the spinning axis (only for small
sample) and the temperature.
The typical sequence of steps in spinning was
1. Clean sample with acetone and IPA using ultrasound for 5 minutes
in each process. Blow dry with compressed air.
2. Glue the sample to a 0.5×0.5 in2 square copper plate (0.5mm thick)
by a mixture of MMA and PMMA. One side of the sample is placed parallel
to the edge of the plate and 1mm away.
3. Apply enough MMA (a couple of drops) to cover the entire sample.
The spinner is ramped up to 200RPM at 1000RPM/min acceleration rate.
After photo resist flows to the edge of the substrate, the spin speed is
increased to 3000RPM and lasts for 45s.
4. Check for uniformity of resist and bake the sample on a glass beaker
in the oven at 140◦C fo 30 minutes.
5. Wait until the sample is cooled down to room temperature and
measure the resist thickness at the sample center, on a Nanometrics
NanoSPEC 210 system. Its resolution is better than 10nm. The thickness
of MMA normally ranges from 260nm to 320nm.
6. Repeat step 3 to 5 for 950K PMMA with a spin speed of 4000PRM.
The baking temperature is set to be 170◦C. PMMA thickness is 100±10nm.
The substrate was put close to one side of the copper plate for the
evaporation. Considering the surface tension of the resist on the substrate
edges, the thickness of both resist layers were not uniform over the sample
after the spinning. The thickness increased along the longitude direction
from the spinning axis. This effect was less significant for the PMMA layer
because of its higher viscosity. We only measured the resist thickness at
the center where the finest structure (the Josephson junctions and island)
was located. The 25µm diameter focus point was moved to the center by
eye. In practice, the area with 1mm2 at the center has the same thickness









       SEM Computer with NPGS
Figure 3.4: A conventional scanning electron microscope converted to an
electron beam writer. The computer is equipped with a commercial pack-
age, the Nanometer Pattern Generation System (NPGS), which interprets
CAD drawings to perform an exposure via controlling the scan coils and a
Raith beam blanker.
thickness, but this was just a minor problem affecting the final lithography
results. The electron beam exposure time was adjusted for different
samples. In general, we only chose the samples with 300±15nm MMA
and 100±5nm PMMA for the exposure.
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3.2.2 Pattern Generation System
A pattern generation system was used to control a LEO 1530 scanning
electron microscope (SEM). This nanopattern generation system (NPGS)
and the hardware were obtained from J. Nabity’s Lithography Company.
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The pattern generation (PG)
includes pattern design, run file creation and pattern writing.
A pattern was firstly drawn using a CAD program, defining different
objects with different colors and layers. The exposure conditions for the
different elements of the pattern were put in the run file which controls the
exposure parameters, such as the order of exposure, spot and line spacing,
the beam current and dosage. To perform an exposure, NPGS used PG to
access the information stored in the run file and communicate with the
LEO 1530 SEM, controlling both x and y of the beam position within the
field of view on the microscope. Note that different magnifications have
different fields of view. The beam blanker was biased at a positive voltage
(50V) at the same time to deflect the electron beam from reaching sample.
The role of blanking the electron beam is to control the exposure time
and hence the dosage received by the resist. It also helps to avoid any
exposure when moving the sample or changing the SEM settings.
3.2.3 Exposure of Sample
The exposure is the critical step for creating the shadow mask and the
junction dimensions. The major steps were as follows:
1. Load the substrate, Faraday cup and high resolution gold on carbon
sample.
2. Ramp up the SEM to the desired accelerating voltage (20kV in
our case) and get the image of the gold particles (dimension ∼10nm).
Optimize the focus, aperture alignment and astigmatism for all apertures
until the clear gold spheres are seen.
3. Switch to the Faraday cup and measure the beam current for all
apertures used in exposure. Beam current could be adjusted ±5% by
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changing the extract voltage on the field emission gun.
4. Switch to the sample and find the corners of the copper plate which
determine the rotation angles. This is a necessary step since the later
evaporation step is aligned to the copper plate.
5. Find four corners of the 2DEG substrate and carefully focus on the
upper edge. The working distance (WD) for exposure will be the averaged
value of four corners.
6. Turn on the beam blanker and move to the center of the substrate.
Adjust the WD and the rotation.
7. Use the NPGS program to adjust the run file setting with the
measured beam current.
8. Switch the SEM to the appropriate aperture and magnification for
the finest structure and run NPGS to expose.
9. Change apertures and magnifications as needed in order to expose
the whole pattern properly.
10. Once the exposure is done, move the sample far from the beam
line, even when the beam blanker is kept on. Turn the accelerating voltage
back to zero and shut down the SEM.
In our samples, the finest features were written using the 10µm aper-
ture at a magnification 1500×. The leads and bonding pads were written
with the 120µm apertures at a magnifications 100×. The beam current
was adjusted to be about 40pA and 5.0nA for 10µm and 120µm apertures
respectively. If necessary, an intermediate aperture (30µm or 60µm) could
be used to write some buffering structures.
Because the smallest structure is ∼50nm wide, it is necessary to set a
small spot size and step size in the run file. This ensures that the edge of
the exposed structure is smooth and straight enough. A smaller aperture
setting also has a larger depth of field, compensating the error in working
distance measurement (when focusing on the substrate edge, ±30µm
will not make any noticeable difference in the exposed image). We over
exposed the pads (250µm×400µm) so that all these large features can be
exposed completely.
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The scattered electrons could travel up to 1µm distance before they
lost their energies inside the resist. Thus, every exposed point is affected
by the surrounding circular area with a radius 1µm. For a very narrow
linear structure, the center has a different exposure condition from the
end. Thus, for the smallest features, this issue has to be taken into account.
In our case, the upper and lower junctions have different exposure dosage.
By adding the compensating exposure structures to the lower junction for
increasing its actual dosage, we were able to obtain the same exposure
condition for all junctions.
Since the substrate and resist are highly resistive, over-exposure may
leave more electrons inside the resit, causing the incoming electrons to
be deflected. In addition, there will be more chance for the arrived elec-
trons staying at the same spot for large beam current, affecting incoming
electrons. This effect is crucial for small structures. Thus, proper dosage
setting and small beam current are necessary for exposing a fine structure
with size <100nm. The critical energy needed to expose a volume of
positive resist is dependent on the incident electron energy, resist thick-
ness and substrate material properties. The adjustable parameters in the
exposure are beam current density and the exposure time, which are
determined experimentally.
After exposure, the sample was removed from the SEM, ready for
development. We used a 1:3 mixture of Methyl Isobutyl Ketone (MIBK)
and IPA as the developer. The sample was put in this developer for 45s
at room temperature, followed by a rinse using IPA for 60s. Immediate
blow drying prevented any residue from being left on the surface. A
careful check under an optical microscope (1000× magnification) gave
us enough information of the quality of the large features and a rough
idea of the exposure condition of the structure with size ∼100nm. Under
or over-exposure can be identified from the size of undercut (<0.5µm)
through the transparent top layer PMMA. Fig. 3.5 shows a SEM image of
a developed sample with 10nm gold coating. When taking this image, the
electron beam was scanning on the surface, causing the resist under the
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Figure 3.5: A scanning electron microscope image of a developed sample.
The line width is much wider than the final dimension of the evaporated
Al film.
Au film to be exposed slowly. Thus, the width of the narrow strip becomes
wider than the actual dimension of the exposed sample. If all appeared
good, the sample was ready for the evaporation and lifting off process.
3.2.4 Shadow Evaporation
Shadow evaporation is a standard process for making ultra-small Al-
AlxOy-Al junctions [116]. The shadow mask is created by exposing two
narrow lines separated by a small gap. This top layer mask is suspended
above the connected undercut underneath. A junction can be fabricated
by evaporating Al from one direction, oxidizing the surface to create
insulating barrier, and evaporating the second layer from the opposite
direction. The junction is located at the overlap of the two Al layers,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The width of two Al arms determines the
junction area. The resist thickness and the evaporation angles determine
the shift between two layers of Al. In our case, the thickness of bilayer





















Figure 3.6: (a) The central region of the sSET mask. (b) Details of the
junction area. Left: Top layer of the mask with the undercut. Right:
Top view of the junction structure after two evaporations from opposite
directions. Junctions are formed at the overlays of two perpendicular






Figure 3.7: A scanning electron microscope image of a sSET.
and the substrate is placed facing down to the middle of two Al sources,
30 inches away. This causes two deposited Al thin films to be shifted
180nm away. Considering a ∼50nm wide "bridge", it is safe to make
junctions with a dimension up to 100nm. By increasing the photo resist
thickness or rotating the substrate, the shift can be increased significantly,
for fabricating the Josephson junctions with a much larger size. This large
shift even allows the fabrication of more complicated structures such as
three angle evaporated junction devices [30, 53].
Evaporation was finished in a thermal evaporator with a film thickness
sensor located very close to the substrate. The vacuum system includes
a mechanical pump and a diffusion pump with liquid nitrogen cold trap,
to prevent oil vapor from diffusing back into the chamber. An optional
liquid nitrogen cold trap in the chamber can also help to minimize the
water vapor pressure inside. Typically, a vacuum below 8×10−7Torr can
be achieved after pumping overnight.
First, high purity aluminum (99.9%) wires were placed in two tungsten
baskets firstly. The current through the tungsten was ramped up slowly
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until the constant deposition rate (1nm/s) was reached. After finishing the
first layer, a gate valve was close. The oxidation was done by introducing
a mixture of 10% O2 and 90% He gas into the chamber. Normally, 100
to 400 millitorr pressure was used for 1 to 5 minutes. Smaller pressure
for less time was difficult to control and would bring more uncertainty
on the quality of the insulating barrier. The gas was then pumped out
by fully opening the gate valve quickly. After pumping out the gas, the
vacuum background (8×10−7Torr) was reached in a couple of minutes.
The second layer of Al was evaporated using the second Al source. The
finished sample was left inside the chamber for at least 2 hours.
The thickness of two layers of Al films were ∼25nm and ∼45nm
respectively. The thicker second layer ensures that the Al arm does not
break when it is deposited onto the bottom layer. Lifting off was done
by putting the sample into acetone at room temperature for 10 minutes.
We did not use ultrasound, to avoid any chance of the evaporated Al thin
films to be peeled off from the substrate. One example of the structure of
our sSET is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Each Josephson junction normally has
a rectangular shape, although we design it to be a square.
Pump oil contamination, sometimes not obvious, can lead to a surpris-
ing result of the junction tunnel resistance RN . It destroys the good quality
of the naturally formed AlxOy insulating barrier. We have seen a couple of
samples with dimension 80nm×80nm had 70kΩ and 78kΩ resistance. We
think this was due to oil contamination back into the chamber. Different
oxidation parameters have been tested, as shown in Fig. 3.8. The normal
state resistance RN of the Josephson junction was inversely proportional to
the junction area with a similar slope for three different pressures. We saw
that 200-400 millitorr pressure of the gas was suitable for our fabrication.
Smaller pressure will cause a very thin insulating barrier, even a shorted
junction. The consistent data in Fig. 3.8 was taken over a couple of years
on different substrates: Si, GaAs and 2DEG. Several data points with much
higher resistance (>70kΩ) are not shown.
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Figure 3.8: Normal state Josephson junction resistance of a set of devices
with different oxidation parameters. Oxidation time is 3 minutes except
for four labeled data points. Dashed lines are guides for different pressure
and oxidation time.
3.3 Device Description
In this section, we show the 2DEG ground plane properties, the capacitive
coupling between the sSET and 2DEG, the circuit model and the in situ
tunable dissipation.
3.3.1 The sSET
As in Fig. 3.7, the overlaps of the perpendicular arms form four Josephson
junctions. In fact, the oxide layer is all over the device between two
layers of Al. The central island, the leads and bonding pads are effective
large junctions with much larger critical current. They are acting as
superconducting shorts (no junction effect) at low bias current and voltage.
Our sSET consists of two dc-SQUIDs in series and a gate electrode (2DEG)
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capacitively coupled to the central superconducting island. The width of
the island ranges from 250 to 400nm and the length is from 2 to 4µm,
causing a different gate capacitance. The source and drain are 10µm wide
and 600µm long, split into two leads to voltage and current bonding pads
at each end. The bonding pads are 250µm×400µm rectangles.
Our device have safety shorts connecting two voltage pads across
the sSET, for protecting the junctions from being destroyed since small
junction with high resistance (>1kΩ) is extremely sensitive to electrostatic
discharges. It was necessary to work on the anti-static pad, using ionizing
fan to neutralize the devices and the working environment. The safety
short was cut using a specially made tool, just before the device was moved
to the dilution refrigerator. Wire bonding did not work for aluminum pads
because of the natural AlxOy oxide surface. We used a piece of indium
metal to press a gold(99.9%) wire (25µm diameter) to the pads. Both
the pads and metal must be very clean in order to have a small resistance
and a reliable connection for thermal cycling. In practice, we could make
the dimension of the pressed metal to be smaller than the size of the pad:
150µm. For the Ohmic contacts, it is easy to press the wires into the InSn
alloy spots.
The device was glued onto the back gate using diluted GE varnish so
that the distance from the 2DEG to the back gate wa as small as possible.
A negative back gate voltage (VBG) can be applied, in order to generate
a uniform electrical field to the 2DEG. The density of the charge carriers
in 2DEG decreases as VBG is ramped up, causing 2DEG sheet resistance
(R2DEG) to be increased. The total circuit impedance also increases with
VBG. The sample, together with the back gate, was then glued to a sample
holder with a 8 pin quick connector, which was made of copper. After
pressing the wires to the bonding pads and Ohmic contacts, we moved
the sample to the S.H.E. dilution refrigerator (base temperature ∼15mK).
An actual experimental setup on the fridge is shown in Fig. 3.9.
The sample holder was screwed to a copper plate, attached to the rf-
tight copper cylinder cover, which was thermally anchored to the mixing
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Figure 3.9: The device on the dilution refrigerator.
chamber on the fridge. The cylinder with a superconducting solenoid
outside (not shown in the figure) was screwed to this cover after putting
the sample on. Inside this copper cylinder, we put a layer of copper
powder (30µm size) to absorb any reflected high frequency noise.
A 5cm long solenoid, which contains 3000 turns of NbTi superconduct-
ing wire, was wound outside of the copper cylinder. A uniform magnetic
field was produced along the z direction. Our device was designed to be
located at the center of the solenoid, perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Considering the small dimension of two dc-SQUIDs (1µm×1.8µm) and
their close location, we believe that the flux through the two SQUID loops
was identical. The flux actually is partially focused by the relatively large
superconducting thin films (the leads and island). A 0.5 mT magnetic
field was needed to produce Φ0/2 through the loop. All thermal connec-
tions were made through copper to copper, from the mixing chamber to
the sample holder, so that the thermometer on the mixing chamber was
reading the real temperature of the device. All electrical leads running







Figure 3.10: Configuration of van der Pauw method used to measure the
sheet resistance of the 2DEG. Black dots are the ohmic contacts.
3.3.2 Sheet Resistance of 2DEG
The 2DEG substrate was characterized on a probe at 4.2K after making
the Ohmic contacts. High voltage was applied through a 0.085 inch coax
line in series with two low pass filters to the back gate. We used Van
der Pauw method [117] to measure the sheet resistance of the 2DEG.
As shown in Fig. 3.10, it is a four-wire measurement in a current bias
configuration. We used a Stanford Research System SR830 digital lock-in
amplifier as the voltage source and voltmeter. A small, low frequency
ac current (on the order of µA and below 30Hz) was applied through
a current limiting resistor (1MΩ) to two adjacent Ohmic contacts. The
voltage across the sample was measured across the other two Ohmic








where R12,34 = V34/I12 and R13,24 = V24/I13.
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Figure 3.11: 2DEG sheet resistance as a function of back gate voltage with
different substrate thicknesses.
The Ohmic contact should be made very small and placed to be close to
the edge of the substrate. In our measurement, the error in R2DEG was on
the order of d/D, where d and D are the dimension of the Ohmic contact
and substrate, respectively. We found that R12,34 and R34,12 were very close
to each other, but R12,34 could be several times greater than R13,24 for a
specific sample due to its rectangular shape. The value of R2DEG, however,
was still calculated using Equation 3.1.
The tuning range of R2DEG iss sensitive to the thickness of substrate. Fig.
3.11 plots R2DEG as a function of VBG for a test sample and several devices
with different thickness values. As the substrate thickness is reduced down
to 200µm, R2DEG can be increased 10 times higher when VBG is ramped
to -600V. For a much thinner substrate, we saw a larger tuning range
(SET#39). The specific R2DEG data of each sSET will be shown in the next
chapter.
Polishing the substrate to be thinner than 200µm would help to in-
crease the tuning range of R2DEG. In our experiment, it is appropriate to
keep the 2DEG thickness ∼200µm to avoid any damage in the later pro-
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cessing steps. Moreover, as R2DEG increases to 5kΩ/2∼RQ/5, the real part
of the total impedance will not be a monotonic function of R2DEG at the
highest frequency (1012rad/s), i.e. the dissipation can not be characterized
by R2DEG any more.
Lateral top metal gates can also be used for confining the electrons
beneath the substrate surface, for tuning a local environment coupled to a
sSET or creating a quantum dot device [56, 118]. The advantage of this
method is the larger tuning range of R2DEG obtained by applying a small
voltage (on the order of a volt). In this case, a low temperature filter can be
used to reduce the high frequency noise at the gates. However, it is hard to
characterize the 2DEG in such a system quantitatively. In our experiments,
we have the advantage that R2DEG could be determined experimentally
while the measurement was carried out. Moreover, the electron layer,
which contribute to the dissipation, see an uniform electrical field because
VBG is applied to the large back gate all over the substrate.
In addition, noticeable telegraph noise may exist in this heterostruc-
tures substrate with top gates. Because of the small distance between the
gate and 2DEG, electron can tunnel through the Schottky barrier under
the gate into the conduction band, and possibly be trapped near the active
region of the device [119]. These stochastic processes can be reduced
by applying a positive bias voltage to the gates while cooling the sample.
When the density of ionized donors is decreased, the tunneling rate and
hence the noise level are significantly reduced. We tried this bias cooling
technique and applied VBG=200V in cooling down the sample, but did not
see any improvement in the noise cancelation in the switching current
measurement. This may be due to the large gap between the 2DEG layer
and the back gate, which reduces the possibility of the random tunneling
of electrons. Using this bias cooling method, an offset back gate voltage
may be frozen inside the sample, increasing the effective tuning range of
R2DEG.
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Figure 3.12: Diagram of the sSET coupled to the 2DEG ground plane
acting as the gate electrode. RN and C0 are the junction resistance and
capacitance. Cg , Vg and VBG are the gate capacitance, gate voltage and the
back gate voltage, respectively. The leads are modeled as a transmission
line characterized by unit capacitance ct , inductance lt and resistance rt .
3.3.3 Lossy Transmission Line
The leads connecting the bonding pads to the SQUIDs have length l =
600µm and width w = 10µm. The distance between the leads and the
2DEG grounding plane is d=100nm. Thus, it is appropriate to model
the thin, long leads together with the capacitively coupled 2DEG as a
microstrip transmission lines.
As shown in Fig. 3.12, we neglect the fringing effects of the electric
and magnetic fields for the large ratio of w/d = 100. The distributed
capacitance between the leads and 2DEG is ct ≈ ε0εw/d = 10−8F/m,
where ε ≈ 12 is dielectric constant of Al0.3Ga0.7As. The permeability of
Al0.3Ga0.7As is µ ≈ 1, thus we estimate the inductance per unit length
lt ≈ µ0µd/w = 10−8H/m. The resistance per unit length of 2DEG can
be calculated to be rt ≈R2DEG/w, which can be tuned by the back gate
voltage. In our experiments, several samples had different tuning ranges
because of their different thicknesses. As VBG was increased to 600V, R2DEG
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increased up by one order of magnitude, causing the rt tuning range to
be improved from 3− 4MΩ/m to 30− 40MΩ/m.
The impedance of the transmission line is highly dependent on fre-
quency. Here, we are interested in the characteristic frequencies of the
sSET dynamics. The first one is the Cooper pair tunneling frequency which
is represented by the current through the device. Because the maximum
bias current was kept ∼10nA, the corresponding frequency was estimated
to be as high as I/2e ≈3×1010Hz or 2×1011rad/s. As the sSET stays in the
superconducting state, the phase particle oscillates at the bottom of one
potential well at plasma frequency ωp0 = (2ICπ/Φ0C0)1/2, on the order of
1011rad/s. The sSET can also enter into the phase diffusion branch with
a small voltage, which ranges from hundreds of nV to µV, depending on
the damping and temperature. According to the ac Josephson relation
dϕ/d t = 2eV/ħh, the phase evolves at frequencies from 3×108 to 1010rad/s.
In addition, the intrinsic time constant of sSET for transferring Cooper
pairs through the island is RN C0 ≈ 2×10−12s, corresponding the frequency
5×1011rad/s. Thus, the relevant frequencies are 108–1012rad/s.






For frequencies lower than rt/lt , from 10
14 to 1015rad/s depending on dif-
ferent rt in our experiment, the transmission line impedance is dominated






Including the impedance of the large bonding pads zp, the impedance of
the actual leads with the pad is
zt(ω)l p = zt(ω)
zp + zt(ω) tanhγl
zt(ω) + zp tanhγl
(3.4)
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Figure 3.13: The real part of the effective total impedance shunting the
sSET as a function of R2DEG at different frequencies.
where γ =
p
(rt + iωlt)iωct . For the frequency ω > 108rad/s in our
experiment, tanhγl ≈1. Thus, the effective impedance including the lead
and pad is zt(ω) in Equation (3.3).
3.3.4 The Effective Impedance of sSET Circuit
The total impedance shunting the sSET is the combination of the gate
capacitance Cg , R2DEG/3 which represents the 2DEG resistance between
the island and the lead and the transmission line impedance zt(ω) (shown
in Fig. 3.13). Because one SQUID could effectively isolate the zt(ω) and
R2DEG/3 from the other SQUID, we only consider half of the circuit to
calculate the total impedance. The factor 1/3 in the 2DEG resistance is
from the lateral spread of the current in the 2DEG from the island to the
leads. Because the opened angle seen from the island is ∼ 125◦, thus the
contribution of 2DEG resistance is R2DEG/3.
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The total effective impedance seen by one SQUID is written as
ZT (ω) =
R2DEG/3+ zt(ω) + 1/iωCg
1+ CS/Cg + iωCS(R2DEG/3+ zt(ω))
(3.5)
where CS = 2C0 is the SQUID capacitance. The real part of this impedance
increases monotonically as R2DEG is increased to 5000Ω/2 between the
frequencies 108 and 1012rad/s (see Fig. 3.13). Thus, the dissipation of the
sSET represented by Re(ZT (ω)) is also a monotonic function of R2DEG. We





where RK/4 is resistance quantum of a Cooper pair. Dissipation is a
monotonic function of g from 4 to a maximum value of 650.
3.4 Measurement Technique
3.4.1 The Refrigeration
To observe the quantum properties of our devices, we need to lower the
sSET temperature to be T < EJ(0)/kB, EC/kB to reduce the thermal noise.
Both the EJ(0)/kB and the EC/kB of the samples range from 300mK to
700mK. All the measurements discussed here were performed on a S.H.E.
Corporation DRP-36 dilution refrigerator with a base temperature ∼13mK,
illustrated in Fig. 3.14. The lowest temperature in our measurement
was 15mK after we reduced all possible higher temperature radiations. A
detailed description of the mechanism of a dilution refrigeration can be
found in Ref. [120]. Here we just give a brief introduction of the operation
method.
A dilution refrigerator uses a mixture of 3He and 4He as the cooling
media, unlike the normal evaporation cooling of pure 3He or 4He which
















Figure 3.14: The diagram of the dilution unit in the S.H.E. Corporation
dilution refrigerator used for the measurements contained in this thesis.
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more than 6% 3He concentration is cooled below 0.87K, it will separate
into two phases: a 3He rich phase on top and a diluted phase (4He with 6%
3He) at the bottom, until the temperature approaches absolute zero. Since
the vapor pressure of 3He is much higher than 4He (1000:1), the vapor
of the diluted phase will be almost pure 3He. Pumping on the diluted
phase results primarily in removing 3He from the liquid. The unbalanced
equilibrium is compensated by the diffusion of the 3He atoms from the
concentrated phase (see Fig. 3.14 ). The latent heat of 3He is absorbed
in this process when the atoms cross the phase boundary, resulting in a
cooling process. This unique property of the mixture allows a very low
temperature to be obtained if the mixture is continuously cycled.
On a dilution refrigerator, a phase boundary occurs in the mixing cham-
ber which is the coldest part on this apparatus. However, the evaporation
of 3He is performed in another chamber called the still, at a higher temper-
ature (∼0.7K). The vapor pressure of 3He could reach above a couple of
millitorr at this higher temperature. This ensures a large circulating rate
and cooling power. The separation of pumping and cooling at different
temperature is the key for the continuous cooling to mK on a dilution
fridge. 3He is pumped out and sent back to the return of the refrigerator
after it has been cleaned in a nitrogen and hellium trap. Through a large
impedance and heat exchanger, 3He gas is condensed back into the mixing
chamber, finishing a closed cycle.
A proper design of heat exchanger is crucial for getting a very low base
temperature and for having enough cooling power. By applying still heat,
cooling power is increased because of the larger vapor pressure of 3He at
higher temperature. The temperature of the still can be 600-800mK. The
pumping and return lines pass through the 1K pot, a 4He evaporation unit
running at 1.2K, to reduce the heat load to the refrigeration unit. The
whole refrigerator is put inside a vacuum chamber which is immersed in a
4He bath. The refrigeration unit is further protected by a copper radiation
shield mounted on the 1K pot, to reduce the black body radiation from
the 4He environment (4.2K). The 4He bath is stored in a standard dewar.
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Figure 3.15: A typical cooling down process. Temperature is measured
using a carbon glass thermometer from room temperature to 1.4K and a
Germanium resistance thermometer below 1.5K .
We used several thermometers to monitor different temperatures on
the fridge. A carbon glass resistance cryogenic temperature sensor on
the mixing chamber was used when cooling the fridge. It is highly repro-
ducible between 1.4K and 100K and can be used up to room temperature.
Another calibrated Germanium resistance thermometer (GRT) was used
to measure the mixing chamber temperature between 50mK and 3K. This
is the main thermometer in our measurement. Below 50mK, it was cal-
ibrated by a 60Co absolute radiation thermometer. Several Ruthenium
Oxide thermometers were anchored to the 1K pot, still and heat exchanger
to check their temperatures. We used a Lakeshore 370 AC resistance bridge
with lock-in amplifier to measure the resistance of the thermometers. This
apparatus was also used to apply heat to the still and mixing chamber.
The temperature fluctuation at 20mK was approximately ±10µK.
As we mentioned above [119], the excited, free-moving charges inside
the 2DEG substrate could induce low frequency noise. When cooling down
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the sample, freezing those charges back to their lowest energy equilibrium
state decreases this effect. Thus, the speed of cooling process is critical
for the free charges to settle down at the freezing point, which is higher
than 4.2K. Fig. 3.15 illustrates a typical cooling down process to base
temperature. First, we put exchange gas (Ne) into the vacuum can and
filled the dewar with 15L liquid Nitrogen. When temperature reacheed
77K, we normally did a leak check and then transferred the liquid Helium
after blowing out the extra Nitrogen in the dewar. The cooling rate in this
step was constant, ∼20K/hour. After the exchange gas freezed out at 20K,
we quickly filled the dewar to full. Some He residue contained in Ne may
cause trouble in controlling the fridge temperature, thus pumping out the
He was essential before the temperature reached below 10K.
Following the condensation of the mix directly into the still through a
bypass pipe, we started to circulate the mixture with the normal procedure.
After phase separation happened, the cooling power increased significantly.
Due to the decreasing heat capacity of all metal parts on the mixing
chamber, the temperature droped quickly. The essential step was Nitrogen
cooling because the free moving charges require some time to equilibrate.
We slowed down this step by reducing the pressure of exchange gas to
∼700millitorr at the beginning. This increased the period of the first
step from ∼8 hours to ∼15 hours. Note that even though the mixing
chamber temperature was low, the actual temperature of the sample and
the filtering system could be higher. We allowed two more days to cool
the whole system down to base temperature, especially for the copper
powder filter which was filled by low thermal conductivity epoxy.
3.4.2 Electrical Wiring and Filtering
To perform the measurement, twisted pairs were used to deliver low
frequency signals to the sample. We had 12 pairs of wires running through
a 25 pin sub-D hermetic connector into the fridge. 0.005" manganin
wires were used from room temperature down to 1.2K because of the low
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thermal conductivity. NbTi superconducting wires were placed between 1K
pot and the mixing chamber. Copper wires were used at base temperature,
to make operations such as soldering and heat sinking easier.
Two 0.085" semi-rigid beryllium copper coaxial cables were used be-
tween room temperature hermetic SMA feed-throughs and 4.2K. They
were connected to one foot long superconducting NbTi coaxial cables
below this temperature, for high frequency signal or high back gate volt-
age. Standard 0.085" copper SMA cables were used after NbTi cables. All
wires and coaxial cables were thermally anchored to 4.2K (He bath), 1.2K
(1K pot), 700mK (still), 200mK (heat exchanger) and base temperature
(mixing chamber) respectively, in order to reduce heat load and thermal
noise on the conducting wire. To cool the inner conductor of the NbTi
coaxial cables, we put them through several 1 inch long copper blocks at
different temperatures. This lowered the inner conductor temperature
efficiently through teflon dielectrics.
At low temperature, standard four-probe setup was used to measure
the sSET and 2DEG substrate properties, respectively. Eight wires were
split into two groups, soldered to two Quad connectors. After room
temperature LC filter, RC π filter and copper powder filters at base tem-
perature, all the wires went into the rf-tight sample container. Then, eight
wires were divided into four pairs and soldered to a female eight pin
quick connector. This connector was glued onto a copper plate which was
screwed onto the container cover. On the sample holder, the eight pin
male connector was connected to Indium solder joints. 25µm fine gold
wires were used to be pressed on to the bonding pads of sSET and four
Ohmic contacts. From the copper coaxial cable, the 0.01" copper wire was
pressed to the gold plane (back gate) using a piece of Indium.
The electrical connection to a sSET bonding pad was made by Indium
pressing. A fresh cut indium cube (∼100µm3) was first pressed slightly
to the pad. After sticking a piece Au wire on another indium cube, we
pressed the wire into the first indium metal using a homemade tool. To
make good low resistance and reliable contacts, the surfaces of the pad
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and the indium must be very clean.
Electrostatics can cause serious damage during wiring and sample
handling. A very small discharge can easily blow up the device by either
burning the Al narrow arms close to the junctions or making pin holes in
the thin oxide layer. We used several ways to reduce the chance of static
charge damage:
1. 10 µm wide safety short across the sSET. It is cut by tweezers just
before moving the sample to the dilution fridge.
2. Grounding all wire before connecting them to the sample.
3. Handling the sample on an anti-static pad.
4. Using an ionizing fan to neutralize static charges accumulated on
the sample surfaces before pressing Indium on the sample pads.
It is critical that touching sample at the beginning because the charges
accumulated on the insulating substrate will not be dissipated easily by
other ways. Blowing the ionizing fan for one hour is needed. In practice,
the sample holder was mounted on a larger metal block for stability.
The working area was on one anti-static pad grounded to the dilution
refrigerator. Grounding braid was used to ground the operator to the
same potential reference. In transferring the sample to the fridge, all
grounding wires needed to be connected together until the measurement
is performed.
High frequency noise is a significant concern in low temperature, small
signal measurements. Low electron temperature is obtained only via the
thermal coupling to the substrate. The rf-tight container and the metal
fridge body acts as a shield for high frequency radiation. However, all
these means do not prevent the electromagnetic noise from equipment
at higher temperatures from passing through the signal lines. Thus, an
extensive filtering system is required to block these out of equilibrium
noise entering into the system.
For a single electron or Cooper pair charging device, Vion et al have
calculated the filters required to prevent high frequency noise which
significantly affects the single charge tunneling [121]. For a large effective
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impedance seen by the sSET, a stronger noise attenuation is needed.
In general, the experimental setup must have more than 150dB power
attenuation above 400MHz for a base temperature 20mK. Dissipative filter
such as metal powder filter [84] or Thermocoax filter [122] is widely used
in small Josephson junction circuits due to the absence of self resonance.
At room temperature, we used two LC filters with 1MHz cutoff fre-
quency in series. The low temperature filters include one two-stage RC Π
filter and one copper powder filter. In the RC filter, each channel has three
low temperature 5.1nF capacitor soldered to ground and two 3kΩ metal
film resistors in series. The dimension of this filter is 0.4×1×6in3. The
copper powder filter consists of a 0.65×0.65×6.5in3 Cu block with four
taped holes (diameter 0.15in ) and two Quad connectors at each end. One
rod (0.06inch diameter) was firstly made of the mixture of low viscosity
Stycast 1266 and naturally oxidized copper powder (grain size ∼30µm).
The volume and weight ratio were 1:1 and 2:1. We then wound a 250
turn spiral coil of 0.005" manganin wire around the rod. After putting
the rod with coil into the hole, we filled the hollow space with the same
mixture. The total length of the wire was 2.3m. The mechanism of noise
attenuation is the eddy current within the small skin depth which can
dissipate high frequency noise due to the high resistance.
Each signal line in RC filter and powder filter was separated by metal
to prevent crosstalk between different channels. The filters were tested at
room temperature and 4.2K. A RC filter has more than 140dB attenuation
above 10MHz but a broad peak at 2.4GHz due to its self resonance. A
powder filter has more than 120dB attenuation above 2GHz (see Fig.
3.16). Note that the attenuation is smaller at 4.2K because of the smaller
skin depth at low temperature.
Filters were measured on a spectrum analyzer with noise floor -120dB.
With 20dB input, we are able to see 140dB power attenuation (the flat
regions in Fig. 3.16). Copper powder filter starts to work at 1GHz, due
to the small amount of copper powder contained in the mixture and
short wire. We tried a different design which shows more than 100dB
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Figure 3.16: Power attenuation of RC Π filter and copper powder filter at
room temperature and 4.2K. Calculation is the sum of the attenuations
of two filters. Flat regions of the data are the noise floor of the spectrum
analyzer (140dB).
attenuation above 200MHz, however, it caused other problems in our
measurement. Above 2GHz, the powder filter goes deeply into the noise
floor, compensating for the attenuation peak of RC filter. The actual
performance was better than the calculation, i.e. at least 170dB power
attenuation from 400MHz to 20GHz. Different metal powders have been
tested to compare the low temperature performance of the filters [123].
Stainless steel powder filter has larger attenuation than copper powder
because of the higher resistive surface. Considering the better thermal
conductivity, we still chose the copper powder to make our filters.
To reduce very low frequency and dc electromagnetic noise, we used
one room temperature Mu-metal (high permeability nickel-iron alloy)
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shield and three cryogenic Mu-metal layers. In addition, the copper
radiation shield attached to 1K pot was electro-plated with a layer of
lead. Once the lead becomes superconducting, it can attenuate the static
electromagnetic noise. Thus, we have a very clean environment suitable
for the low noise measurement.
We did not put any low temperature filter for high back gate voltage.
Instead, two room temperature low pass RC Π filters in series were placed
just before fridge. The first filter consists of two 100MΩ resistors and three
capacitors. The large current limiting resistor ensure no large current
can flow through the sample or fridge if the high voltage line is shorted
somewhere inside the fridge. The second filter has two smaller resistors
(50kΩ) with three 1µF capacitors to reduce the broadband white noise
from the 100MΩ resistors.
Fig. 3.17 depicts the experimental configuration, except for the dif-
ferent current sources and voltmeter used in conductance and switching
current measurement. Current or voltage leads were fed into the fridge
through twin BNC cable to reduce the common mode noise. Large current
limiting resistors were placed before the LC filter. The voltage output was
amplified first by a PAR 113 amplifier and then sent to a high frequency
universal counter or the BNC 2090 voltmeter. The dilution refrigerator
was set as the ground reference, which could be floating or be the same as
the building ground. Battery powered electronics were used to avoid 60Hz
noise in the main power line. However, the temperature controller, lock-in
amplifier and counter still used ac power with special filters. These 60Hz
apparatus could be isolated from the ground reference. All experimental
data was sent to the computer through a GPIB cable and two optical
isolators, for blocking the digital noise.
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In this chapter, we will start with the characterization of the devices and
the tunable Hamiltonian. Then we show the main experimental results
for switching current (ISW ) on two devices, in the classical Josephson
regime and the charging regime, respectively. ISW was measured as a
function of dissipation and gate charge at different temperatures, showing
distinct behaviors in two different regimes. The results qualitatively agree
with two different theoretical models of a classical junction and a sSET
in the dissipative environment. The transport properties of a high tunnel
resistance sSET show a 2e periodic function with respect to gate charge
in the strong charging regime. Finally, we will discuss the effect of quasi-
particle poisoning and phase diffusion in the measurement.
4.1 Description of Measurement
4.1.1 Device Parameters
Typical I-V characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 4.1 with different flux
through the SQUID loop. The switching current ISW is the maximum
supercurrent flowing through the device. The sSET switches into the 2∆/e
voltage plateau once bias current I = ISW . As I increases continuously,
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Figure 4.1: I-V curves of sSET#41. T=30mK, g=532. Two voltage states
are 2∆/e and 4∆/e.
the sSET switches into 4∆/e voltage states. The I-V curve then gradually
evolves into the Ohmic behavior with a 1/RN slope when current is ramped
up further. As the bias current decreases, the sSET returns back to 2∆/e
and then zero voltage state at a much smaller retrapping current Ir . When
the sSET is in the finite voltage state, the dominant part of dissipation is
governed by the low frequency impedance, which is on the same order
of junction normal state resistance RN . This low damping causes Ir to be
much smaller than ISW .
We obtained RN of the SQUID from the slope of I-V curve above the
transition temperature, at 2K with zero magnetic field. Here all four
Josephson junctions are assumed identical, having the same critical current
and capacitance. From the SEM image and the measurement, we see the
deviation from this assumption is less than 5%. RN is also consistent with
the linear fit of base temperature I-V curve at large bias current where the
Ohmic I-V relation has the slope 1/RN . The critical current of the SQUID
is calculated to be I0C = π∆(0)/2eRN , here ∆(0) is the superconducting
energy gap at zero temperature.
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Table 4.1: Parameters of three sSETs studied in this thesis. RN , I
0
C and
E0J are the normal state resistance, fluctuation free critical current and




C CS Cg E
0
J /kB EC/kB g Regime
(kΩ) (nA) (fF) (fF) (mK) (mK)
33 10.3 29 0.50 2.1 680 290 61.8-464 Classical
39 31.5 9.2 0.30 1.3 210 490 59-580 Charging
41 14.9 20 0.57 1.5 490 350 58.3-532 Charging
The SQUID loop is formed by two narrow superconducting arms,
central island and the lead (see Fig. 3.7). Considering the small loop size
(1µm×1.8µm) of the SQUID, its geometrical inductance is estimated to
be <10pH [124]. The kinetic inductance of the narrow superconducting
thin film can also be calculated to be <100pH. Thus, these inductances
are not significant compared to the Josephson inductance of the SQUID,
LJ = Φ0/(2πI0C), which is on the order of 10nH. Thus, each SQUID can
be seen as a single Josephson junction with fully flux dependent critical
current IC = I0C | cos(πΦ/Φ0)|, where Φ is the flux through the SQUID loop.
The corresponding Josephson coupling energy is EJ(Φ) = E0J | cos(πΦ/Φ0)|
where E0J = (Φ0/2π)I
0
C is the fluctuation free SQUID Josephson energy at
zero magnetic field. By applying a small magnetic field, we obtain the
modulation of switching current with flux through the loop, shown in Fig.
4.2. The sinusoidal fitting of ISW agrees with the theoretical prediction.
Note that here ISW is much smaller than the critical current I
0
C . The device
parameters of three sSETs are shown in Table 4.1.
The junction dimension is estimated from the SEM image. Using a
specific capacitance 45fF/µm2 [55, 125], we can calculate the junction
capacitance. The gate capacitance is obtained from the periodicity of
switching current or the conductance with respect to gate voltage (see Fig.
4.13 and 4.14) as Cg = e/Vg or 2e/Vg . The total capacitance of the island
is CΣ = 2CS + Cg and the charging energy is EC = e2/2CΣ.
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Figure 4.2: Flux modulation of two currents of sSET switching into 2∆/e
and 4∆/e voltage states. T=40mK, g=464. Bottom data is the switching
current ISW with a sinusoidal fitting.
Similar to Equation 2.57, after adding the dissipation and bias current











where φ = ϕ1+ϕ2 is the total phase across the sSET and regarded as a
classical variable. ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the phases of two respective SQUIDs. θ =
(ϕ1−ϕ2)/2 is the conjugate variable to n and cosθ couples two quantum
states differed by one Cooper pair. Henvi is dissipation related energy,
due to the real part of total impedance seen by the sSET ZT (ω), which is
determined by R2DEG. Dissipation is inversely proportional to R2DEG and
the dissipation factor g = 3RQ/4R2DEG. At VBG = 0, g is maximized in our
experiment.
We have different knobs to adjust each term in the Hamiltonian. The
charging related energy can be tuned by the gate voltage to the 2DEG.
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This voltage is applied from a battery or a National Instrument BNC 2090
DAC output through a 10000:1 voltage divider. To avoid the grounding
loop and current noise within the 2DEG, we only use one Ohmic contact
as the Vg electrode, leaving the other three open. Josephson energy can be
controlled by the small magnetic field B = µ0nI , where n=6×104/m is the
linear density of the NbTi wires of the solenoid and I is the driving current
from the 2090 DAC passing through a 500Ω resistor. It is calculated that a
current of 6.5mA is necessary to produce the 0.5mT field (corresponding
to Φ0/2) to lower EJ down to zero. Due to the focusing effect from the
10µm wide superconducting lead, it requires only ∼3.0mA current for
generating a Φ0/2 flux through the loop. To reduce the residue field and
flux noise, we used multi-layers of mu-metal shields. The I-V curves are
symmetric for applied positive and negative magnetic field to the SQUID,
showing the negligible residue magnetic filed. VBG is used to tune the
dissipative energy. As VBG is increased from 0 to -600V, the decrease of g
is different for three samples (see Table 4.1). The tuning of dissipation is
not dependent on temperature from base temperature to ∼ 1K.
4.1.2 Experiments and Data Analysis
We use current bias configuration to measure the transport and switching
current. Bias current is applied from a battery powered triangle wave
function generator through two symmetric 100MΩ resistors. This differ-
ential setup produces ±I , for keeping the island potential at zero so that
the effective gate voltage to the island is only controlled by the applied
Vg . The voltage across the sSET is amplified by a PAR 113 amplifier with
a gain setting at 2000. The amplified is sent to the 2090 DAC voltmeter
for recording. Each electrical lead to the voltage, current pads and Ohmic
contacts has a total ∼45nF capacitance to the ground. This relatively large
distributed capacitance with the resistance of the cable and resistors in the
filters, from room temperature connector to the end at base temperature,
is good for noise cancelation but also leads to a long time constant of the
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circuit.
Switching current statistics are measured with the same setup by
applying a set of triangle current pulses. The voltage across the sSET is
amplified and sent to an Agilent 53132A universal counter with a 200MHz
sampling frequency. In fact, we only use the first quarter of the triangle
wave because the switching current has been obtained once bias current
reaches ISW . Two trigger signals to the counter are set to be 0 and 50mV
which corresponds to a 25µV voltage on the sSET. In the supercurrent
branch, the voltage is approximate zero. After the sSET switches, the
voltage reaches 190µeV. The time interval ∆t in which the sSET stays in
supercurrent branch is collected and sent to the computer. With known
constant current ramp rate dI/d t, ISW = dI/d t∆t. We allow the maximum
bias current to be slightly greater than ISW (5nA for sSET#33 with EJ/EC =
2.3 for instance) so that the sSET will not escape into the 4∆/e state. Up
to 5000 switching events at a repeating with a frequency of 5Hz are
collected for good statistics. In Fig. 4.3, the cumulative data points show
a histogram of ISW and the escape probability function P(I) as a function
of ISW . The histogram is fitted in a Gaussian equation. It is convenient to
characterize the dissipation or gate dependence of the switching current
at a given temperature by two values: the mean < ISW > and the standard
deviation ∆ISW .
To obtain the escape rate Γ(I), we use the method developed by Fulton
and Dunkleberger [78]. The sweeping current is divided into multiple
channels with equal width ∆I for this analog to digital conversion. The



















In our experiment, the measured Γ(I) falls into the range from 10s−1
to 104s−1 because of the low sweeping rate. ∆I should be chosen to be
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Figure 4.3: An example of ISW histogram and the escape probability as a
function of current at 55mK, EJ/EC=2.3 and g=464. The solid line is a
Gaussian fitting of the data.
appropriate based on the measured current range. For sSET#33, we
chose ∆I=0.01nA for EJ/EC=2.3, 0.005nA for EJ/EC=1.6 and 0.002nA
for EJ/EC=1.2, respectively. These selections ensure a smooth distribution
of ISW and a large number of the escape events in each ∆I. Note that as
the temperature and g change, the range of I in which a given range of
Γ(I) occurs also changes for fixed dI/d t and ∆I.
4.2 Classical Regime
4.2.1 Effect of Dissipation on ISW
For sSET#33, we did not see a clear evidence of gate dependence of
ISW , i.e. Vg didn’t affect ISW . Thus, this device stays in the classical
Josephson regime where the charging effect can be negligible. We set
Vg = 0 for the whole switching current measurement. In Fig. 4.4, the ISW






























Figure 4.4: ISW histogram (top) and escape rate Γ(I) (bottom) as a func-
tion of ISW for g=61.8, 175 and 464 respectively.
histogram moves to a lower switching current and becomes wider. Thus
the mean switching current < ISW > decreases as dissipation increases.
The deviation of the linear fitting of Γ(I) at the highest tunneling rate
(the tail of the histogram) is due to the phase diffusion involved in the
switching.
It has been shown that phase diffusion and retrapping must be included
to calculate the escape rate [126, 127]. In our measurement, the switching
current is only 15% of the critical current at 20mK and g=464, due to
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Figure 4.5: ISW as a function of g for different temperatures, EJ/EC=2.3.
the strong charging effect and quantum fluctuations [44, 66]. Although
the sSET can be seen to be a single Josephson junction, the effective
capacitance is difficult to estimate. Thus, we don’t have an accurate
effective critical current and capacitance for the calculation. Thus, we
will only focus on the mean switching current < ISW > and the standard
deviation of the histogram ∆ISW .
< ISW > is plotted as a function of g at different temperatures for
EJ/EC = 2.3 in Fig. 4.5. As g increases from 62 to 464, < ISW > decreases
monotonically in this low impedance, strong damping limit. We use the
data at g = 62 as the reference. When temperature is increased from
T = 0.08E0J /kB (55mK) to 0.5EJ(0)/kB (350mK), the relative change of
< ISW > decreases from 21% to 10%. Above 450mK, the dissipation
dependence of ISW becomes very weak due to strong thermal fluctuation,
comparable to EJ/kB. Note that the data from 21mk to 44mK were
collected in different cool down and the tuning of g is different.
Although < ISW > decreases with g, this will not directly lead to a
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Figure 4.6: (lnωp/2πΓ)2/3 vs ISW for three g at 55mK, EJ/EC=2.3. The
dashed lines are linear fitting.
decreased effective critical current IC(e f f ) and corresponding Josephson
energy. From the escape rate Γ(I), we can derive IC(e f f ) of the sSET.
Based on Equation 2.15, 2.16 and 2.19, we see [ln(ωp/2πΓ)]2/3 is a
linear function of switching current. The intercept of the linear fitting
on current axis is IC(e f f ), where escape rate is zero. Fig. 4.6 shows an
example at 55mK. Three values of IC(e f f ): 6.35, 6.29 and 5.81nA are
obtained, corresponding to g values of 61.8, 175 and 464, respectively.
The amplitude of the decrease is only 9%, much smaller than the value of
21% for < ISW >. Here we treat ωp =ωp0 because ωp is weakly dependent
on I if I is not close to I0C . Although the fittings deviate from the data
at highest escape rate, IC(e f f ) is mostly determined by the very low
Γ(I) where the energy barrier is equal to the effective Josephson energy
E0J (e f f ) = 2eIC(e f f )/ħh.
The main result of this device is the decreasing IC(e f f ) as g increases
for all temperatures. Despite the effect of dissipation on IC(e f f ) being
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Figure 4.7: ∆ISW as a function of g for a set of temperatures, EJ/EC=2.3.
much smaller than that on < ISW >, we observe that as dissipation in-
creases, the effective Josephson energy E0J (e f f ), as well as the energy
barriers for escape, decreases monotonically. At higher temperature, ther-
mal noise is comparable to the energy barrier, or even greater than it, thus
the influence of dissipation on IC(e f f ) becomes very weak.
Not only do the envelopes of ISW histogram move to lower current
values, but also they become wider as g increases. We plot the standard
deviation of the histogram, ∆ISW , as a function of the dissipation factor
in Fig. 4.7. The data below 44mK are not shown because they are hard
to be identified from 55mK symbols. ∆ISW , representing the fluctuation
of ISW , increases with dissipation for all temperatures. If we normalize
∆ISW to < ISW > for different dissipations, this behavior becomes more
pronounced. We interpret this to be the consequence of the reduced
effective Josephson energy and escape energy barrier. In this device, the
phase is less localized with smaller effective Josephson energy, causing
the fluctuation to be raised.
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From the duality point of view, the charge number is conjugate to
phase variable. In this classical Josephson regime, because phase is well-
defined, quantum fluctuations of the charge are significant. As g increases,
dissipation compresses the charge fluctuations. As a consequence, charge
is more localized, causing more phase fluctuations. Thus, the dissipative
contribution to ∆ISW increases if we keep all other parameters constant,
driving the histogram wider.
4.2.2 Temperature Dependence of ISW
For a classical large junction with negligible charging energy, the escape
has three different mechanisms. Below the crossover temperature Tcr ,
macroscopic quantum tunnelinl/g (MQT) is dominating. The switching
current histogram is temperature independent in this region. As temper-
ature increases, the switching evolves into a thermal activation regime
where ∆ISW scales with T 2/3. The switching current histogram becomes
wider with T. If temperature increases continuously, the higher thermal
phase diffusion and retrapping probability drives the thermally activated
escape into the third region where ∆ISW starts to decrease when tem-
perature increases. In this region, temperature not only helps the phase
particle to escape, but also to trap the particle back to the bottom of
one potential well, causing ∆ISW decrease. This phenomenon is strongly
affected by the dissipation and has been observed in different types of
Josephson junction circuits [95, 126, 128, 129].
A set of ISW histograms and corresponding values of [lnωp/2πΓ]2/3
for different temperatures are plotted in Fig. 4.8. We see the histogram
becomes narrower when temperature increases. In the bottom panel, at
higher temperature, the larger deviation in the linear fitting indicates
a stronger phase diffusion induced by thermal effect at higher T . The
effective critical current and the effective Josephson energy, derived from
the fitting, also decreases as temperature increases. This is the natural
result of the narrowed ISW histogram as temperature increases.
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Figure 4.8: ISW histogram and (lnωp/2πΓ)2/3 for different temperatures.
EJ/EC=2.3 and g = 464.
In Fig. 4.9, ∆ISW is plotted as a function of temperature for different
EJ/EC and dissipation. The main result is that ∆ISW decreases as T
increases above 50mK for both EJ/EC cases. Below this temperature,
however, we can not make a definite statement based on the scattered
three data points. The negative slope of ∆ISW is the main consequence
of phase diffusion involved in the thermal escape mechanism. In a small
Josephson junction circuit, phase diffusion is significant even at very low
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Figure 4.9: ∆ISW of switching current histogram as a function of tem-
perature. Blue dot and green triangle: EJ/EC=2.3, g=464, 61.8, red
square:EJ/EC=1.6, g=464. Dashed lines are guides for eye.
temperature. Due to the strong damping at microwave frequencies, ∆ISW
shows a decreasing relation with temperature even in the MQT regime
where phase diffusion is also involved in the escape process [130].
For sSET#33 with EJ/EC = 2.3, the plasma frequency of the SQUID is
estimated to be ∼4×1011rad/s, and the effective impedance seen by the
sSET is 30-140Ω as g decreases from 464 to 61.8. In this strong damping
circuit, the crossover temperature Tcr from thermal activation to MQT is
estimated to be between 20mK and 100mK. Low temperature (<50mK)
behavior of ∆ISW in Fig. 4.9 suggests a different escape mechanism in
this temperature range. We think that a possible explanation is that the
junction starts to enter the MQT starting at 50mK, thus thermal phase
diffusion rate is compressed significantly. Note that we didn’t see a clear
difference of the crossover temperature for different values of g although
Tcr is highly dependent on the damping. For the smaller EJ case, the
crossover temperature is also lowered. The flat region of ∆ISW starts at
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Figure 4.10: < ISW > as a function of T for three dissipation, EJ/EC=2.3
(left and bottom axis). Circle and solid line: experimental result and
theoretical calculation of a single Josephson junction with a shunting
resistance RS = 70Ω and g=370; diamond and dashed line: RS = 540Ω
and g=48. Data are reproduced from Ref. [49] (right and top axis).
∼40mK, consistent with our interpretation.
Considering the absence of gate charge dependence of switching cur-
rent, the sSET is considered to act as a single Josephson junction. To
compare our results with the relevant theory of the effect of dissipation on
switching current, we redraw < ISW > as a function of temperature for dif-
ferent dissipations in Fig. 4.10. Similar to the behaviors of ∆ISW , < ISW >
has a weak but noticeable temperature dependence below ∼50mK. We
do not have the data for lowest value of g below 50mK. The change of
< ISW > due to dissipation is greater at low temperature, but decreases as
more thermal noise is introduced.
The circle, diamond, solid and dashed line are the experimental data
and theoretical calculations, of the switching currents, of two Josephson
junctions with EJ/EC ≈ 8, in a frequency dependent dissipative envi-
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Figure 4.11: The equivalent circuit of a single Josephson junction in a
frequency dependent dissipative environment, adopted from [49].
ronment composed of shunting resistance RS and capacitance C (from
[49, 131]). The circuit in Fig. 4.11 is analogous to our circuit model.
Defining two damping parameters α0 = Φ0/2πR2I0C0 and α = C/C0α0,
where I0, C0 are the critical current and capacitance of the junction with
C C0 and RS RQ. In the strong damping regime α0  1, the escape
rate is found to be
Γ∝ exp[−B]. (4.3)
The parameter B is the effective energy barrier for escape and is dependent
on the damping factor as B ∝ α. Thus, for higher RS (smaller dissipation),
the larger barrier will lead to a larger switching current. Since two
samples with different damping have different critical current and ISW ,
a normalized value is used to compare within the theory. The junction
with stronger damping (RS = 70Ω) agrees well with the calculation (solid
line), however, the sample with smaller damping has a dramatic deviation
at low temperature T < 0.1EJ/kB. In high temperature region, where
thermal activation dominates, < ISW > increases as RS increases for both
samples.
In the low temperature range, a much lower ISW/IC is seen in the
smaller damping sample (α0 = 3) while the assumption of the calculation
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requires α0 1. For weak damping, the crossover temperature between
the MQT and thermal activation regime, Tcr , is higher. Thus, the sample
with higher RS starts to enter MQT regime at T ∼ 0.1EJ/kB, showing
the temperature independent region. In terms of dissipation, ISW/IC
increases as g is increased. This result is opposite to the observation at
higher temperature because of the dominant thermally activated escape
mechanism.
Our experiment has the advantage of in situ tunable dissipation, where
the capacitor between the leads and 2DEG can be seen same as the
shunting capacitor in Fig. 4.11 since it is much larger than the junction
capacitance. The dissipative distributed 2DEG resistance acts as the effec-
tive shunting resistance for the sSET. We can use a single sample to test
the theoretical prediction by tuning dissipation only, while keeping other
parameters of the circuit unchanged. The experimental data qualitatively
agrees well with the theory in the thermal activation regime.
At very low temperature, the sSET may enter the quantum tunneling
regime. From base temperature, increasing dissipation will decrease the
height of the effective energy barrier, causing switching current to be
reduced. Moreover, the dissipation dependence of ∆ISW in Fig. 4.7 is also
a natural result of the theory: the relative change of the barrier height
B and consequently the slope of Γ(I , T) with respect to I increases as
dissipation increases, causing ∆ISW increases with g.
As discussed above, our results can be understood as the compression
of quantum charge fluctuations associated with the well-defined phase
variable in classical Josephson regime. It is understood that the switching
current and effective Josephson energy decreases as dissipation increases
in both thermally activated regime and quantum tunneling regime. This
suggests that the theory in [49] may be extended to the MQT regime.
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Figure 4.12: < ISW > and ∆ISW as a function of g for a set of temperatures,
EJ/EC=1.6.
4.2.3 Smaller EJ Cases
A magnetic field was applied to tune EJ down, for values of EJ/EC to be 1.6
and 1.2. We also tried an even smaller EJ/EC < 1, but the thermal noise
at low temperature is comparable to the effective Josephson energy. This
causes a significant fluctuations in ISW histograms. Both EJ/EC = 1.6,1.2
cases show similar behavior of ISW with respect to dissipation, as the larger
ratio of EJ/EC = 2.3. This indicates that the sSET stays in the classical
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regime even in the case where the Josephson energy is lowered to be
same as charging energy. Here, we focus results for the medium value of
EJ/EC = 1.6, shown in Fig. 4.12.
As EJ/EC is reduced from 2.3 to 1.6 and 1.2, the relative change of
< ISW > due to dissipation decreases. Moreover, EJ(e f f ) obtained from
the escape rate drops faster than the decrease of EJ , due to the stronger
charging effect on the phase variable [44]. We did not find any sign of
the crossover from classical Josephson regime to charging regime in this
sample, having a normal state resistance RN = 10.5kΩ for each SQUID.
In the tuning range of g from 464 to 61.8 corresponding to R2DEG values
from 41.8 to 314Ω/2, < ISW > increases as dissipation decreases.
We address the question whether the sSET can enter into the charging
regime with a high shunting impedance. We have estimated that the
highest Re[ZT (ω)] is only 140Ω at the plasma frequency for g=61.8, but
Re[ZT (ω)] can be increased to ∼ 1000Ω at microwave frequency. If the
sSET goes into the charging regime in this high impedance environment,
this will be the so-called dissipation driven phase transition.
4.2.4 Gate Capacitance
We did not obtain any gate charge oscillation of < ISW > in this sample.
The gate capacitance, however, is still crucial for calculating the charging
energy. It is important in determining the dynamics of a sSET which can
show a charging effect even for EJ/EC > 1 in low impedance environ-
ment [132]. To obtain the exact value of gate capacitance, we measured
the ac resistance as a function of gate voltage and observed a 1e periodic
oscillation. The sSET is current biased in the unsymmetrical situation with
I=1.5nA at 3.77Hz, which is about 1/3 of the switching current at base
temperature. In this case, the island potential is not designed to be zero as
current flows through the sSET. This causes the island effectively having
potential difference relative to the 2DEG ground plane. As a consequence,
the sSET has a measurable resistance at small bias current. From the
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Figure 4.13: Ac resistance vs gate voltage Vg at different temperatures.
EJ/EC=2.3 and g=464.
periodicity of the gate voltage oscillation of ac resistance in Fig. 4.13,
we can get the gate capacitance Cg = e/Vg = 2.3 f F . Together with the
estimation of junction capacitance from the SEM image, we calculated the
charging energy of this sample.
4.2.5 Summary
To summarize, the sSET#33 with E0J /kB ≈ 680mK and E
0
J /EC = 2.3 shows
that its dynamics is determined by the classical phase variable in a low
impedance dissipative environment. For all values of EJ/EC = 2.3,1.6
and 1.2, the switching current and corresponding effective Josephson
energy decrease as dissipation decreases. The effect of dissipation on
< ISW > becomes smaller for smaller EJ case. As temperature is increased,
thermal noise reduces the change of < ISW > due to dissipation. Moreover,
the standard deviation of ISW histogram becomes larger at higher g and
decreases as temperature increases, indicating that the phase diffusion is
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involved in the escape processes. The experimental results agree quali-
tatively with the theoretical calculation of a single Josephson junction in
low impedance dissipative environment.
4.3 Charging Regime
In this section, we will describe the experimental results for SET#41
with a higher tunneling resistance. This sample shows a 1e gate charge
oscillation of < ISW > and ∆ISW . The distinct observation of switching
current with dissipation, different from the sSET#33 in classical Josephson
regime, can be understood in terms of the compression of quantum phase
fluctuations in charging regime.
4.3.1 Effect of Dissipation and Charge Modulation
The parameters for this device are shown in Table 4.1. The switching cur-
rent is only ∼ 10% of I0C for Cg Vg/e = 1/2 and g=532 at base temperature
15mK, due to the stronger charging effect in this device. As a compari-
son, the switching current is 15% of I0C for sSET#33. The island has a
smaller size (0.3µm×2µm) which results in a smaller gate capacitance.
The mean switching current < ISW > shows a gate voltage oscillation,
having a period Vg = 110µV which corresponds to a 1e periodicity. Thus
Cg = e/Vg=1.5fF is directly obtained from this result. For different gate
voltage and dissipation at different temperatures, 1200 or 2000 switching
events of ISW were collected for the statistics.
We set the gate voltage interval to be 2.5µV or 5µV for a good data
density. After each histogram was obtained, Vg was adjusted to a different
value and the device was allowed to equilibrate for 10s. Each scan
covered several period, and took 8 hours at fixed values of dissipation and
temperature. Some random offsets or slow drift of switching current, as
the gate voltage is swept, can be attributed to the relaxation of background
charges [133]. We did not use these data points in proceeding data
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Figure 4.14: < ISW > as a function of gate charge for different dissipations.
EJ/EC = 1.4 and T=44mK.
analysis.
An example of < ISW > oscillations with respect to gate charge under
different dissipation is shown in Fig. 4.14. Here gate charge number is
obtained from the gate voltage using ng = Cg Vg/e. < ISW > shows a 1e
periodic oscillation with respect to gate charge, with the maximum at
ng = n+ 1/2 and the minimum at ng = n, defined as < ISW > (max) and
< ISW > (min), respectively. The amplitude of the oscillation increases
with dissipation, indicating a stronger charging effect. However, the
effective impedance decreases as dissipation is increased. Because the
charging nature is pronounced with a higher impedance environment, this
discrepancy can not be explained well.
Because sSET#41 is in the charging regime, the charge number now
is a good quantum variable. As a consequence, its conjugate variable,
the total phase across the sSET which determines the Josephson coupling
energy strength, has large quantum fluctuations. As more dissipation
is introduced, quantum phase fluctuations are compressed, causing the
phase to be more localized. Thus, the effective EJ represented by phase
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Figure 4.15: Dissipation dependence of < ISW (max)> and < ISW (min)>
for different temperatures. Top: EJ/EC = 1.4, bottom: EJ/EC = 0.54.
variable increases with dissipation. In the measurement, as dissipation
factor g increases, < ISW > increases for a specific gate charge number.
To check the quantitative increase of switching current with dissipa-
tion, we draw < ISW (max) > and < ISW (min) > as a function of g at
certain temperatures for both cases of EJ/EC . In Fig. 4.15, we see that
the enhancement of < ISW > due to dissipation is pronounced at lower
temperatures. At a higher temperature, thermal noise decreases the effect
of dissipation on the switching current. Because a quantitative theory on
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Figure 4.16: ∆ISW oscillation with respect to gate charge number for
different dissipation. Top panel: raw data, bottom panel: Normalized
value. EJ/EC = 1.4.
switching current in a dissipative environment in low impedance limit is
still lacking, we only show that our results agree with the theory qualita-
tively [47].
Not only is < ISW > modulated by gate charge, but we see that the
standard deviation of the ISW histogram is also a periodic function of
gate charge. In Fig. 4.16, ∆ISW has a similar 1e periodic oscillation
with ng . We also observe that ∆ISW shows a very sharp dip at ng =
Cg Vg/e = 1/2 (mod 1) for different g and temperatures. ∆ISW has several
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different sources: thermal noise, quantum phase fluctuations and charge
fluctuations. Although the dynamics of the sSET is dominated by Cooper
pairs with charge 2e, the charge related energy has the degeneracy point
at ng = 1/2 because of the existence of quasi-particle poisoning. When
the gate charge is tuned to be close to the degeneracy point, switching
current reaches its maximum, showing less phase fluctuation. Moreover,
the energy dispersion with respect to charge is also flat and the sSET is
less sensitive to the back-ground charge noise. Thus, the compression of
these two noise sources for ∆ISW cause this sharp dip. Note that at the
degeneracy point, the sSET is unlikely excited from the ground state band
to the first excited band due to the large band because of the comparable
EJ and EC . In our experiment, we did not find any signature of this
tunneling across the band gap, and the sSET stays in the ground state.
At higher temperature, this charge dispersion of ∆ISW is more clear. The
gate voltage modulation of < ISW > has almost disappeared, but ∆ISW still
shows a 1e periodicity of the dip (see Fig. 4.18).
To see how switching current is affected by gate charge, we draw
the histogram for three distinct points on the ∆ISW − Cg Vg/e curve: the
valley where ng = 0, the turning point where ng ≈ 0.42 and the dip where
ng = 0.5 respectively in Fig. 4.17. At ng = 0 and 0.5, ISW shows a very
narrow histogram for both smallest and largest dissipation. For ng ≈ 0.42,
however, there is a dramatic fluctuation in switching current histogram,
either due to the quantum fluctuation of phase or the background charge
noise. The switching current histogram may be composed by multiple
histograms. Once the gate charge number is tuned to be greater than this
point, the contribution of the total noise is reduced rapidly, causing the
sharp drop of ∆ISW . The behaviors of ISW are similar for both low and
high dissipation, however, higher g drives ISW to a higher value.
For any fixed gate charge, ∆ISW increases with dissipation. This be-
havior is opposite to that for sSET#33 whose ∆ISW decreases as < ISW >
is increased. Thus IC(e f f ) and the corresponding effective EJ , derived































































Figure 4.17: ISW histogram at specific gate charge numbers under different
dissipations. EJ/EC = 1.4 and T=44mK.
causing a better contrast than that seen in sSET#33.
The amplitude of ∆ISW has a weak dependence on dissipation at very
low temperature. The value of ∆ISW , normalized to < ISW > (max) for
different dissipations, overlap each with other in the bottom panel of
Fig. 4.16. By contrast, the higher temperature data of ∆ISW shows a
strong dissipation dependence, increasing as g increases (see Fig. 4.18
for results at 195mK). These indicate that different mechanisms dominate
the dynamics of switching current in different temperature ranges. We
will discuss this issue in detail in the next section.
As temperature increases, the valley of ∆ISW at ng = 0 becomes indis-
tinguishable from the other gate charge numbers, except for the region
close to ng = 1/2 (see Fig. 4.18). The dispersion of ∆ISW with respect to
gate charge is lost, however it does show a clear periodic function as gate
voltage is swept. Note that the sSET at the charge degeneracy point is not
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Figure 4.18: ∆ISW as a function of gate charge number for different
dissipations. Top panel: raw data, bottom panel: relative amplitude.
EJ/EC = 1.4 and T=195mK.
sensitive to thermal fluctuations at high temperature, where background
charge noise is also reduced significantly.
For a smaller value of Josephson energy case (EJ/EC = 0.54), < ISW >
has similar dependence on dissipation, increasing with g. We made these
measurement only for four different g values, as shown in Fig. 4.19.
Surprisingly, as EJ/EC is decreased from 1.5 to 0.54, < ISW > doesn’t drop
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Figure 4.19: Gate charge oscillations of < ISW > for different dissipations.
EJ/EC = 0.54 and T=30mK.
correspondingly. For example, < ISW > is 1.93nA and 0.9nA for two EJ/EC
ratio respectively at 30mK for g=532. Comparing to sSET#33, if EJ/EC
is reduced by the same amount, < ISW >, IC(e f f ) and corresponding
effective EJ decrease more quickly than EJ/EC , due to the compression on
Josephson energy from the strong charging effect.
4.3.2 Temperature Dependence of < ISW >
As temperature is increased, thermal fluctuations in both phase and charge
increase, reducing the charge oscillation and < ISW >. In Fig. 4.20, the
gate charge oscillations of < ISW > at different temperatures are shown.
Above 220mK, the sSET does not show charging behavior anymore for
EJ/EC = 1.4. Dissipation, however, has a big impact on switching current
at a much higher temperature ∼EC/kB T = 350mK, improving < ISW >
as g increases. At this temperature, the charging energy is still the most
important parameter in determining the dynamics of the sSET. Once
charge variable plays a major role in the Cooper pair tunneling, dissipation
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Figure 4.20: Gate charge oscillation of < ISW > at certain temperatures.
EJ/EC = 1.4 and g=532.
compresses quantum fluctuations in the phase, even in the case where the
gate charge dependence of < ISW > is absent.
< ISW > (max) and < ISW > (min) is shown in Fig. 4.21 as a function
of temperature for EJ/EC=1.4. As temperature increases, the amplitude
of the oscillation decreases. At T > 0.6EC/kB, this charge modulation is
washed out. However, in the case of EJ/EC=0.54, thermal noise starts
to affect the effective Josephson coupling energy at a lower temperature
because EJ < EC .
Both ∆ISW of ISW (max) at ng = 1/2 and ISW (min) at ng = 0 are plotted
as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.22. We see two different slopes for
∆ISW (max) in the top panel, showing two different temperature ranges
in which escape mechanism may be different. The crossover temperature
is T ∗ ≈ 150mK which is much lower than the temperature above which
< ISW > charge oscillation disappears. This indicates that the escape
dynamics is not a direct result of the charging effect.
It has been pointed out that phase diffusion may exist at a temperature
which can be lower than the Tcr between MQT and thermal activation
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Figure 4.21: < ISW > (max) and < ISW > (min) vs temperature for
EJ/EC = 1.4 and g=532.
regime, for small Josephson junction circuit [130]. Thus, quantum phase
diffusion in MQT regime plays a different role as compared to the thermal
regime, causing the different slope of ∆ISW as a function of T . Although
our results are different from those in detail in [130], we still believe that
T ∗ is the indication of the crossover between quantum and thermal phase
diffusion.
Tcr of sSET#41 is estimated to be∼ 10−50mK in the dissipation tuning
range. We attribute this discrepancy Tcr T ∗ to the existence of phase
diffusion above the zero voltage state. As seen in the I-V curve, phase
diffusion with very small voltage is mixed into the supercurrent branch.
In our measurement, both of them are considered as the switching current
because of the 25µV threshold voltage setting. The phase diffusion region
with voltage less than 25µV is measured as the switching current. The
calculation of Tcr is based on the strong damping from the 2DEG which
is assumed to have a good capacitive coupling to the sSET at plasma
frequency. If the sSET stays in the pure supercurrent branch before it


































Figure 4.22: ∆ISW of ISW (max) (top panel) and ISW (min) (bottom panel)
histograms as a function of temperature. EJ/EC = 1.4 and g=532.
is strong. However, the corresponding frequency of phase diffusion is low
and the coupling to dissipation is much weaker. Thus, we over-estimated
the damping of the sSET. The actual Tcr is higher than the estimation.
Quantum phase diffusion below ∼ 150mK shows less temperature
dependence of ∆ISW , consistent with the classical Josephson junction
in quantum tunneling regime where ∆ISW has a very weak temperature
dependence. Above the crossover temperature, thermal phase diffusion
plays the major role. Temperature does not only help the sSET escape
into the finite voltage state, but helps it being retrapped back into the
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supercurrent branch more efficiently, causing the large slope. ∆ISW ∼T
relation on the bottom panel in Fig. 4.22 also confirms the different
tunneling mechanism as the peak at ∼ 150mK. Because ∆ISW of < ISW >
(max) at the dip is not sensitive to the charge fluctuations, we interpret
our data mainly based on its temperature dependence.
4.3.3 Summary
We observed strong evidence of the single charging effect of sSET#41
with comparable Josephson and charging energy. < ISW > and ∆ISW show
a 1e gate charge oscillation for different dissipations. Even for EJ/EC =
1.4, the dynamics is dominated by the charge variable, causing strong
fluctuations in the phase. Introducing dissipation causes the phase to be
more localized, resulting in the enhanced< ISW >. Because∆ISW increases
with dissipation, the effective critical current IC(e f f ) and corresponding
EJ increases more quickly than < ISW >. The sharp dip of ∆ISW ∼Cg Vg/e
at ng = 1/2 proves that the fluctuations of charge variable is minimized at
the degeneracy point. Moreover, the temperature dependence of ∆ISW at
the dip has smaller slope at low temperature, showing the clear evidence
of quantum diffusion in quantum tunneling regime. Above the crossover
temperature, thermal phase diffusion causes the larger slope in the plot of
∆ISW versus T , which decreases as temperature increases.
4.4 High RN Limit
Comparing sSET #33 with RN/RQ = 0.4 to sSET #41 withh RN/RQ = 0.58,
sSET#41 has been in the single charge regime even for the case EJ/EC =
1.4. The quasi-particle poisoning also cause the absence of 2e periodicity in
the switching current. If we continuously increase the tunnel resistance RN
and decrease EJ/EC ratio, will the sample show 2e periodicity in transport
properties in low impedance environment? In the high RN limit, the role of
dissipation may match the theory which assumes a very small EJ/EC [47].
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Figure 4.23: I-V curves of sSET#39 in current bias configuration for three
different values of g. T=16mK and Vg=0.
In this section, we will give the experimental results of sSET#39 with
higher RN/RQ = 1.2 and smaller EJ/EC = 0.4. In fact, this sample was
measured before sSET#41. After we became confident that it was in the
charging regime, we went to the regime where EJ is comparable to EC .
4.4.1 Transport Properties
The parameters of this device are also shown in Table 4.1. The I-V curves
are measured using the same four-probe technique in both current bias
and voltage bias configurations. The current biased I-V curve is very
similar to previous samples, except that the supercurrent is very small.
We only show an example with different dissipation in Fig. 4.23. < ISW >
increases with g, as the consequence of dissipation compressed quantum
phase fluctuations. ∆ISW also show similar behavior as seen in sSET#41.
In the large dissipation limit, as current is ramped up, the voltage
directly switches into 2∆/e voltage state with barely visible stair-like
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feature in the middle. As g decreases, sSET switches into a voltage
state ∼140µV at a lowered switching current and then into the 2∆ state
at a higher current. The decrease of ISW in the first case is significant
compared to that in the second switching due to the effect of strong
damping at microwave frequency. Once the voltage across the sSET
is finite, the dissipative coupling to 2DEG is very weak. Tuning the
2DEG will not change the dissipation and the second current jump in the
middle significantly. Actually, the step at ∼140µV is due to the energy
exchange between the sSET and environment, which is the mechanism
for incoherent tunneling of Cooper pairs. When the supplied energy from
bias current matches one resonant mode of the environment, increasing
bias current will not increase the voltage across the sSET. Instead, the
energy goes into the environment, causing the stair-like behavior. This
will be discussed in detail later for a voltage biased case, showing sharp
current peaks at the same voltage.
It is convenient to bias the device using a voltage source because
of the very small supercurrent. In a voltage biased sSET with small
EJ/EC ratio, Cooper pair tunneling causes several current transport mech-
anisms, having very rich structures on the I-V characteristics: the super-
current at zero voltage [64, 102], resonant Cooper pair tunneling peaks
at finite voltages [134, 135] and Josephson quasi-particle current above
2∆/e [136, 137]. Results from the experiment on the influence of dissi-
pation can be compared to the well established theoretical calculation in
this regime [30, 42, 47, 56].
The voltage is fed into the sSET through a voltage divider at room
temperature. The current is amplified by a low noise current preamplifier
(Ithaco 1211). The output from Ithaco 1211 is sent to a PAR 113 amplifier
and is recorded by the BNC 2090 DAC. In fact, the voltage from the source
is distributed on the sSET, filters, the leads and the input impedance of
current amplifier. Thus, the actual voltage across the sSET is measured by
another PAR 113 amplifier. The sSET is not biased symmetrically because
the ground reference is set to be the chassis of the current amplifier, in
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Figure 4.24: I-V curve in voltage bias situation for three different dissipa-
tions. T=17mK and Vg=0.
order to minimize its output voltage drift.
As shown in Fig. 4.24, the current arising at zero voltage deemed
as the "supercurrent", is created by the coherent Cooper-pair tunneling
since EJ is not negligible compared to EC . In this voltage bias case, the
supercurrent∼40pA is much smaller than the value obtained in the current
bias configuration. The effective gate voltage fluctuates when Vg is set to
be zero, causing a small averaged supercurrent.
To test the tuning of the effective Josephson energy of the SQUID,
we show the small voltage region of the I-V curve at different magnetic
fields in Fig. 4.25. The supercurrent is tuned from its maximum ∼40pA
to zero and then is recovered back when flux is increased to Φ0. This
full flux modulation of the current proves the junctions have very similar
parameters.
Fig. 4.26 illustrates the large scale I-V curve with or without gate
voltage. The current is measured at a slow voltage ramping rate (2mHz),
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Figure 4.25: Modulation of Supercurrent branch of the sSET with flux in
the SQUID loop. T=20mK, Vg=0, g=583. Left to right: Φ=0 to Φ = Φ0,
offset for clarity on voltage axis.
showing a very rich structure of current peaks at various bias voltage.
At V>2∆/e, the Josephson quasi-particle (JQP) current is significant,
showing a broad peak until ∼ 600µV. The current of JQP is carried by a
cycle which consists of one Cooper pair tunneling through one junction
and two quasi-particle tunneling through the other junction. At the charge
degeneracy point, two macroscopic charge quantum states superposed
by Josephson coupling can be identified from the spectroscopy of the
photo-assisted JQP peaks [6].
Since the sSET is voltage biased in the un-symmetric situation, the
JQP current peak heights are different for positive and negative bias.
As the bias is slowly swept, we applied a fast gate voltage oscillation
(0.4Hz). The current shows all the possible values with respect to gate
voltage as an envelope on the curve. In this case, the JQP current peaks
are symmetric for different voltages. The inset of this figure depicts the
corresponding current at small voltages. The oscillating gate voltage
causes the supercurrent peak to be smaller than the constant Vg due to
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Figure 4.26: Voltage biased I-V curves at 20mK, g=583. The amplitude
of sweeping gate voltage is 150µV. Inset: small voltage region shows the
suppercurrent branch.
the averaging.
For small bias voltage V<2∆/e, the contribution from quasi-particle
tunneling on the current can be neglected. To see all the details of the sub-
gap current peaks, we carefully measure the current when slowly ramping
bias voltage (1mHz) and quickly sweeping gate voltage (2Hz). The I-V
curves in Fig. 4.27 show all the possible current values for three different
values of g. At certain values of bias voltage, the relative amplitude of
current is maximized. If we voltage bias the sSET at this value, the gate
charge oscillation of current will show the largest contrast, no matter
whether the period is 1e or 2e.
In the low impedance case, Re[ZT (ω)] << RQ, a very rich current
pattern is seen in the I-V characteristics in Fig. 4.28. If we set the gate
charge at a constant number, a single trace shows the strong gate voltage
dependent supercurrent, and other current peaks (indicated by arrows)
at finite voltage V < 2∆/e. These current peaks are due to the resonant
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Figure 4.27: I(V, Vg) data at 88mK in small voltage region for different
dissipation. Current is measured when slowly sweeping bias voltage and
quickly sweeping Vg .
tunneling of Cooper pairs [135, 138] from the resonance of some internal
energy levels of the transistor. The signature of this type of tunneling is
that the peak positions are dependent on gate voltage because this type of
resonance is determined by both bias and gate voltage.
Another type of current peaks are also shown in Fig. 4.27 and 4.28. As
gate voltage is applied, the sharp current peak at ±140µV and ±280µV
stay at the same position. Thus, these current peaks are not related to the
internal resonant modes of the sSET. From the P(E) theory, current could
arise from the energy exchange between the sSET and the environment.
In our experiment, the dissipative environment is composed of supercon-
ducting leads with the capacitively coupled 2DEG plane, modeled as an
infinite, lossy transmission line. If the energy from the voltage source
matches some resonant modes of the environment, the sSET can feed the
same a mount of energy to the environment or absorb the energy from the
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Figure 4.28: I-V characteristics with different gate voltage Vg for island
charge numbers: 0, 1/3e, 2/3e and e respectively. Arrows point out some
of the Vg dependent resonant tunneling current peaks.
environment, thus resulting in a current peak. As bias voltage is increased,
the second current peak should be twice the value of the first one and so
on. Note that the peaks at ±280µV are close to the broad JQP current
peak and are hidden in some cases.
As g increases, these environment assisted currents stay at their origi-
nal positions, but decrease with dissipation. This proves that the resonant
modes of environment are mostly determined by the capacitance and
inductance of the transmission line, but not the resistive component. The
sSET favorite higher impedance environment at smaller g. Thus, the back-
ground and environment assisted current increases for smaller damping,
as depicted in Fig. 4.27. Note that the resonant Cooper pair tunneling
current peaks are broader than the sharp, environment assisted current
peaks. If we change the dimensions of the transmission line, the char-
acteristic resonant frequency will also change. As a result, these current
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Figure 4.29: I-V curve with different flux through the SQUID loop.
T=17mK, Vg=0, and g=583.
peaks will occur at different voltages.
Because the resonant Cooper pairs tunneling peaks are determined
by the excitation of internal energy levels of the sSET, the amplitudes
and positions should be affected by the tuning of EJ and EC . By changing
the flux in the SQUID, two I-V curves corresponding to maximum and
minimum EJ/EC are shown in Fig. 4.29. In the case of EJ ∼ 0, the
supercurrent and resonant tunneling current peaks disappear as Cooper
pair tunneling is compressed completely. The first environment assisted
current peak is also reduced to ±130µV when Φ = Φ0/2. The second one
remains at the original position. We don’t know why these two peaks
show different behavior, however, both of them have a large contrast to
the background.
If the sSET is biased at a different voltage, the amplitude of current
oscillation with respect to gate voltage is different. We collected the I −Vg
curves of sSET#39 from low bias voltage to 500µV at low temperature
in Fig. 4.30. At small bias, I − Vg curve shows a very rich structure, due
to the competition between the free energy of odd and even parity. Clear
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Figure 4.30: Modulation of the current by the gate voltage at different
bias voltage (offset for clarity), the scale of black line is reduced to 1/100.
T=17mK and g=583.
2e periodicity only appears for some specific bias voltages, for instance,
50µV and 70µV. As the bias voltage is increased, 2e periodicity is masked
gradually by 1e periodicity as the sSET goes into the JQP region. A
sufficiently high bias voltage of 500µV breaks the Cooper-pairs, causing
quasi-particle tunneling to be dominant.
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This 2e to 1e period change is used to determine whether the gate
charge oscillation of sSET#41 is 2e periodic, although two devices have
small deviations of the gate capacitance. One reason for the measurement
on this high resistance sample is to obtain the exact value of the gate
capacitance because we do not have strong magnetic field to drive the
sSET to normal state where the device has a pure 1e periodic transport.
Comparing the data of sSET#39 to sSET#41, we are confident that the
charge oscillation of < ISW > for sSET#41 is 1e periodic. Moreover,
because sSET#33 has a larger island with dimensions 0.35µm×4µm,
the conductance oscillation with gate voltage has the period Vg = 75µV
and Cg ≈2.1fF. As the island area is reduced from 1.4µm2 to 0.7µm2 for
sSET#39, the corresponding capacitance drops to 1.3fF.
At low bias voltage and low temperature, Cooper-pair tunneling is
the only mechanism for producing current through the sSET. The even
number charge state has a lower free energy than the odd state. As
temperature increases, the energy difference between these two states
drops monotonically down to zero at a certain temperature. Thus a
2e periodicity of the I − Vg curve at low temperature will evolve into a
1e periodicity with increasing temperature. Unfortunately, we did not
finished this measurement before the sample was broken.
Dissipation also plays an important role on the switching current
which is shown in Fig. 4.23. Considering the small EJ/EC = 0.4 and
large RN = 31.5kΩ, the sSET has a good quantum charge number and
large quantum fluctuation in the phase variable. As dissipation increases,
< ISW > increases as the quantum fluctuations in phase are compressed.
The environment also affects the parity effect, as illustrated in Fig. 4.31.
Current is measured at small bias voltage of 20µV as gate voltage is swept
for different dissipations. We see a clear 2e periodicity of current with
respect to gate charge at higher g. With increasing effective impedance,
surprisingly, a small peak corresponding to the odd parity arises gradually.
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Figure 4.31: Modulation of the current by the gate charge for different g
at 88mK (offset for clarity). The bias voltage is set to 20µV.
4.4.2 Summary
In this high tunneling resistance limit where charging energy is dominat-
ing, the transport properties are measured in a voltage biased configura-
tion. Not only does the supercurrent increases with dissipation, but also
the 2e parity is affect by the environment. Different current peaks on I-V
curve are generated from resonant tunneling or energy exchange with
dissipative environment. From the preliminary results, we conclude that
the 2e periodic charge modulation exist in our sSET, but is washed out




4.5.1 Switching Current Measurement
When experimental data is being collected, Joule heating is always an
important issue since it can increase the electron temperature significantly,
adding thermal noise and causing the actual temperature to be unpre-
dictable. In the supercurrent branch, the dissipated energy is negligible.
After the sSET switches into the finite voltage state, however, the heating
power is on the order of 10−12W. We keep the period in the voltage state
as short as possible by setting the maximum sweeping current to be a
little larger than the ISW . Note that the voltage state here is V=2∆/e.
When the sSET goes back to zero voltage state, we have to ensure that the
sSET equilibrate completely before the next escape event. The sweeping
frequency of bias current is set to be low enough so that the sSET is
cooled back to the bath temperature after each data point is collected.
For sSET#31, at base temperature and EJ=2.3, we didn’t see the Joule
heating effect for maximum sweeping frequency 8Hz. Due to this, we
swept the current at 5Hz in the switching current measurement.
There are two different well established methods for escape rate mea-
surement of a Josephson junction device. We used the method developed
in [78] where current is ramped up at a constant rate to ISW at which the
junction switches to the finite voltage state. A large number of switching
events are accumulated to produce good statistics and to calculate the
tunneling rate Γ(I) from equation 4.2. Apparently, higher sweeping rate
leads to a larger escape rate. Because the sweeping signals go through
twisted pair wires and low pass filters, this method works well up to the
order of kHz.
To increase the measurement speed, a different setup, called the pulse
and hold method, can be used in a much faster experiment such as the
readout for a quantum state [10, 20]. Instead of the long ramp of current
from zero to the value of switching current, a set of trapezoidal current
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pulses are applied to the junction. The magnitude of bias current is close
to that of the switching current such that the junction is very sensitive
to any perturbation. A very small trigger, such as the decay of a qubit
from the excited state, will cause the junction to switch into the finite
voltage state. The switching probability is obtained by measuring a set of
resulting voltage pulses. Of course, the height and duration of the current
pulses have to be modified for specific samples and experimental setup in
order that switching events are easily identified and distinguished from
the output voltage [139].
4.5.2 Noise Temperature
As mentioned above, the data for the switching current of sSET#33 were
collected in different cooling down cycles. In the first measurement, we
found ISW lost temperature dependence below ∼50mK for EJ/EC = 2.3.
If this is the crossover temperature from thermal regime to macroscopic
quantum tunneling, Tcr will drop accordingly as EJ is lowered by applying
magnetic field. However, all EJ cases showed this same saturation below
50mK, indicating this is the effective noise temperature of the system.
Even the bath is cooled down to a lower temperature, the electrons and
Cooper pairs are still at this noise temperature. We attribute the reason for
this to the filtering system, which couldn’t attenuate the noise efficiently.
The sSET circuit requires strong noise attenuation at low tempera-
ture [121]. For instance, the base temperature of our fridge is 15mK,
corresponding to the frequency 300MHz. Above this frequency, we have
to build an ultra-clean environment for the sSET, in order to measure its
dynamics at 15mK. On the last stage of the fridge, one RC π and one
copper powder filter have the same temperature as the sample. Thus,
these two filters will not introduce noise with frequencies higher than
device.
Between the copper powder filter and the sample holder, there is a
7 inch long distance connected by a copper tube of 0.085 inch diameter
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with copper wires inside. We then added two copper powder filters which
were made differently from the one being used. The manganin wire in the
old setup was very loose, thus leaving space between adjacent turns of the
solenoid. Because the new filters are shorter (2.5 inch long), we wound
the manganin wires tightly together so that the effective wire was still
long enough. We also used the brand new Stycast 1266 which has a much
lower viscosity so that we could mix more copper powder into the epoxy.
All these improvement gave a filter with much lower cut off frequency and
more efficient attenuation with a shorter length [140, 141]. For instance,
80db power attenuation starts at frequency ∼1.5GHz in the older filter
comparing to ∼200-300MHz in the newer setup. Each new filter has a
noise attenuation greater than 140dB (noise floor) above 400MHz.
Surprisingly, we found a worse result with the two more additional
filters in line. The measured switching current was much smaller than for
the older setup at the same temperature, indicating the sample actually is
seeing more noise. After removing the newer filters and applying strong
microwave signal to the sSET, we saw similar behaviors happened in the
ISW measurement. This tells us that adding two new filters did not lower
the noise attenuation. The wires inside the copper tube is effectively a
low pass filter because of the impedance mismatch for high frequency
signal. Thus, high frequency noise can not pass through to reach the
sSET. Although we do not know the actual power attenuation, the high
frequency noise is attenuated more efficiently with the copper tube wiring
than the two new copper powder filters. A possible explanation for the
bad performance of new filters is the high cut-off frequency from the
effective capacitance between two adjacent turns of wire. We estimated
that the cut-off is ∼40GHz which is above the highest frequency 20GHz of
our spectrum analyzer. Although this filter has enough noise attenuation
below 20GHz, it is not suitable for the junction because of its much higher
plasma frequency.
Then we modified the RC π filter by replacing two small metal film
resistors (500Ω) with two 3kΩ resistors. This decreases the 3dB roll
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Figure 4.32: Two set of < ISW > data in low temperature range with old
and new filters.
off frequency from ∼56kHz to ∼10KHz, improving the high frequency
performance. Moreover, the equivalent noise voltage on the device is
reduced because the filters are in series with the sSET. This treatment
actually improved the low temperature results of the switching current of
sSET#33. As shown in Fig. 4.32, < ISW > increases as we decrease the
temperature below 50mK. Thus we reduced the system noise temperature
to below the base temperature of the fridge. This is also confirmed in
latter measurements.
4.5.3 Quasi-particle Poisoning
When the sSET is at very low temperature, Cooper pair tunneling domi-
nates if we neglect the possibility of having any unpaired electron on the
island. For instance, ISW (ng) is maximized when charge states differing
by one Cooper pair are degenerate, yielding a 2e periodic modulation of
the gate induced charge numbers ng = Cg Vg/e. The maximums occur at
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ng =±e,±3e, · · ·, compressed exponentially as the gate charge is far from
the degeneracy point.
In reality, there is always some out of equilibrium quasi-particles in-
volved in the tunneling process, having a dramatic influence on the parity
of the transistor. The sSET will have a 1e period of ISW or conductance
with the maximum at ng = 0,±e/2,±3e/2 · ··. We have discussed the tem-
perature dependence of the parity effect, where a free energy difference
F0(T) between odd and even state can be dominated by thermal noise.
In our measurement of sSET#33 and #41, we only see a 1e periodic
function with respect to gate charge even at base temperature. These two
samples have comparable Josephson and charging energy associated with
strong quantum fluctuations in both variables. In other word, the charge
states with certain numbers are not well-defined. Here, we will discuss
the dynamics of the quasi-particle poisoning.
The quasi-particle tunneling rate from the leads to the island can
reach as high as ∼ 50kHz in a standard transistor, measured by the rf-
SET method [142, 143]. The essential way to reduce the poisoning is to
build a higher energy profile of the island, acting as an energy barrier for
the quasi-particle. If the exponentially reduced tunneling rate is smaller
than the measurement speed, 2e charge oscillation will be recovered.
Different methods have been tested for this task, like oxygen doping the
superconducting island [108], fabricating a thinner island [109] and using
a different material with higher gap [144]. Via building an energy barrier,
the quasi-particles will be trapped out of the island, causing a favorite
even charge state [145]. Improving the impedance of the environment
can also affect this parity effect, changing the 1e periodic function of
transport to 2e period [146, 147].
In our experiments, we measured the switching current, not exactly
the critical current, as a function of gate charge. There are several charac-
teristic timescales: tsw is the switching times of the transistor from zero
voltage to finite voltage state, toe is the odd-even equilibration time in the
island, t r ∼ 30ms is the time constant of the 5Hz current ramping rate.
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Because the relatively long time constant of our sSET circuit, t r is the
longest time comparing to the others although we don’t know the exact
value of tsw and toe.
In the case of t r tsw toe, during the process of switching, the sSET
can be thought to evolve in an average potential corresponding to the
odd and even states of the island. The switching current is then a sort
of average between two values of these two states. The shape of the
gate charge modulation of the switching current at low temperature is
predicted by Matveev et al [99]. At higher temperatures, the poisoning
leads to a complex pattern of the gate charge dependence, with a non-
monotonic dependence on temperature.
If we assume t r toe tsw, at any value of bias current, the island
stays in both the odd and even state. Because switching is the fastest phe-
nomenon, the switching current will correspond to the minimal "critical
current" of the odd or even state of the island. This causes a 1e periodic
modulation of the switching current exactly as if the gap between two
charge states does not exist. Comparing with our data of sSET#33 and
#41, we are certain that our measurement is in this regime, where the
effect of poisoning is significant.
In addition, the bias current can be ramped at a very high frequency
satisfying toetsw t r . The island changes its parity on time scales longer
than the measurement. A single measurement will give the switching
current corresponding to either even or odd parity. A large number of
switching events will show two values of switching current corresponding
to either odd or even state [108, 65].
By decreasing the ratio of EJ/EC , the quasi-particle poisoning also can
be efficiently reduced due to well-defined charge state, like sSET#39. If
the sSET stays in the even state, a quasi-particle may tunnel off or on
the island, changing the parity to odd. Since the even state has a lower
energy and this sudden tunneling has a time interval much longer than
toe, the sSET will equilibrate back to the ground state quickly through
the tunneling of another electron. As a consequence, the 2e periodic
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Figure 4.33: e shift of I − Vg curve of sSET#40, T=44mK and g=503.
transport as a function of gate charge still remains and shows an abrupt
half periodic shift.
sSET#40, which has one Josephson junction open resulting in an
unbalanced sample, was measured in a voltage biased situation. The
single junction tunnel resistance is RN = 24.0kΩ, EJ/kB ≈ 296mK and
capacitance C0 = 0.28 f F . From the 2e period of I − Vg , gate capacitance
is Cg = 2e/Vg = 2.1 f F . Thus, we estimate the charging energy to be
EC/kB ≈ 315mK. Because this substrate is a little thinner, R2DEG can be
tuned from 38.6Ω/2 to 2510Ω/2 and the smallest g is reduced to 7.7.
Due to the larger resistance of the single junction on one side of the island,
we see a 2e periodic function of current. As shown in Fig. 4.33, the
current is measured with bias voltage Vb = 20µV, as gate voltage is swept
at 1mHz. When repeating these scans, we observed the one electron shift
in the curves corresponding to the sudden parity change on the island,
having a time scale of a couple of hours. The tunneling of a conduction
electron to the localized states within the insulator at the surface of the
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island might be the reason of this parity change [106]. Thus, increasing
material quality of the superconducting island can reduce this unwanted
parity change significantly.
4.5.4 Phase Diffusion
Although phase diffusion plays an important role in the dynamics of a
sSET, we didn’t see any clear feature in the I-V curve because of the
relative low voltage amplifier sensitivity (3µV) and the low impedance
environment. As EJ/EC ratio is lowered or the effective impedance seen by
the sSET increases, the phase diffusion processes will become significant,
causing a noticeable finite voltage branch. In Fig. 4.34, we plot the phase
diffusion branch in both current and voltage biased I-V curve.
From the top panel, we see that as current is increased, the total phase
of the sSET first oscillates in the bottom of a potential well, corresponding
to the supercurrent region. As bias current is increased further, the phase
starts to escape out the bottom and roll down to the next well. If the
energy fed from the bias current does not exceed the energy dissipated in
this process, then the particle could be trapped in the next well and the
voltage will go back to zero. A small voltage is the average of frequent
multi-phase diffusions. Its probability increases as bias current is increased
continuously, causing the increased voltage. The voltage oscillations that
we observed are more likely due to the phase diffusion in the time domain.
The corresponding voltage biased curve is shown in the bottom panel as
a clear finite conductance region. At V ≈±135µV , there is another high
conductance region in the top panel, shown as two steps. In the voltage
biased I-V curve, two broad peaks appear at the same positions, caused
by the exchange of energy between the sSET and some resonant mode of
the environment. Also, we see the hysteresis almost disappear completely
when phase diffusion becomes stronger.
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Figure 4.34: Top and bottom panel: phase diffusion in current and voltage




To conclude, we measured superconducting single electron transistors,
with comparable Josephson coupling energy EJ and charging energy EC ,
in an in situ tunable dissipative environment. In the low impedance
environment limit, the dissipation is fulfilled by capacitively coupling
the sSET to a two dimensional electron gas plane. The sSET consists
of two SQUIDs connected in series, with the central island capacitively
coupled to the 2DEG acting as the gate. This special design allows us
to tune each energy term in the Hamiltonian individually while keeping
others constant. The sSETs show a clear supercurrent branch in the I-V
characteristics and a gate charge oscillation of switching current. The
switching current statistics and transport are measured as a function of
dissipation and gate charge at different temperatures.
The main result for two representative samples sSET#33 and #41 is
summarized in Fig. 5.1. If the sSET stays in the classical Josephson regime
where the total phase is well-defined, < ISW > does not exhibit a gate
charge modulation. As dissipation increases, < ISW >, effective IC and
corresponding EJ decreases, as the consequence of dissipation compressed
quantum charge fluctuations. In the charging regime, charge becomes a
good quantum number, quantum fluctuations of the phase variable is sig-
nificant. The periodic gate charge modulation of < ISW > and ∆ISW shows
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Figure 5.1: Normalized < ISW > of sSET#33 and sSET#41 as a function
of g in classical and charging regime. Top: T=30mK; bottom: T=55mK.
a pronounced charging effect. For fixed gate charge numbers, quantum
fluctuations of the phase are compressed with dissipation, causing the
enhanced < ISW >.
From the charge phase duality point of view, we see dissipation always
reduces quantum fluctuations. In the charging regime, we find that
charge variable is localized and that dissipation reduces quantum phase
fluctuations, causing a better-defined phase and Josephson energy. In the
classical regime with a good phase variable, charge has strong quantum
fluctuations. Dissipation compresses this type of fluctuation, causing
a decreased switching current and Josephson energy. We see that the
transition between these two regimes is found to be RN = RQ/2, as shown
in Fig. 5.1.
In the classical regime, the reduction of < ISW > due to dissipation
becomes smaller at higher temperature, due to thermal noise effect on
phase variable. Also, the effect of dissipation is stronger for a larger
EJ/EC ratio. ∆ISW decreases monotonically with temperature above 40mK,
showing a strong role of thermal phase diffusion in the escape process.
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Our results qualitatively agree with the theory of a single Josephson
junction in a frequency dependent dissipative environment.
In the charging regime, we find that ∆ISW shows a 1e periodicity with
respect to gate charge, with a sharp dip at Cg Vg/e = 1/2. The temperature
dependence of ∆ISW has two slopes, indicating quantum phase diffusion
at low temperature and classical thermal phase diffusion in the higher
temperature region. The influence of dissipation is consistent with the
theory of a sSET capacitively coupled to a dissipative environment in the
charging regime.
Because two relevant theories are based on different assumptions: one
is in the Josephson regime and another is in the charging regime. In our
experiment, we find two sSETs having very similar parameters, stay in
different regimes. In the limit that EJ is comparable with EC , both phase
and charge have significant quantum fluctuations. We find that the regime
in which the device stay is very sensitive to the quantum fluctuations
in phase or charge variable. A detailed theory which can explain the
self-consistent observations in this thesis with a clean picture, need to be
determined by future work.
We can also conclude that whether the sSET is in classical or charging
regime is not mainly determined by the competition of EJ and EC , but
rather by the tunnel resistance of the SQUID. In a low impedance environ-
ment, the phase is strengthened by dissipation for the sSET in charging
regime, but weakened in classical Josephson regime. This give us a new
method to determine whether phase or charge is good variable in such a
system.
There are still several questions arising in our experiment. If we can
tune the R2DEG over a much larger range by polishing off the substrate
more, the dissipation can become very weak. In this higher impedance
environment, will dissipation have the same impact on ISW of the sSET
in classical regime? If ISW switches from being increased to reduced as
dissipation decreases, this will be the so-called dissipation driven phase
transition. Moreover, at very large R2DEG, the effective impedance of
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the environment starts to decrease at the highest frequency, making the
experiments more suspicious. To avoid this problem, we can reduce the
plasma frequency of the sSET by making the shunting capacitance larger.
However, this on-chip treatment will bring more coupling items to the
2DEG and make the circuit more complicated.
Whether the sSET in classical regime can enter the charging regime
by decreasing effective Josephson energy is still not clear. We see that
in the regime EJ/EC ∼ 1, the devices still behaves in the classical regime.
Because the switching current in the very small EJ case will be reduced
significantly due to the charging effect, the temperature corresponding to
EJ may be comparable to thermal noise even at very low temperature.
The dissipation dependence of < ISW > of sSET#41 is greater for
EJ/EC = 1.4 than EJ/EC = 0.54. In our model, the smaller EJ/EC has
stronger charging effect. The increase of < ISW > due to dissipation
should be larger.
If we can observe 2e charge modulation of the switching current, will
we see the dip of ∆ISW as well? In terms of quasi-particle poisoning,
introducing normal metal in the leads close to the sSET can efficiently
reduce the tunneling rate and recover the 2e periodic modulation, however
this normal metal might hide the intrinsic dip of ∆ISW at the degeneracy
point.
To solve these questions, more careful measurements should be carried
out. One possible solution is to increase the superconducting energy gap
of the island, building a natural energy barrier for the quasi-particle. If
the even parity is recovered, the switching current will be significantly
increased at Cg Vg/e = 1. With this improvement, on would have a large
signal in the measurement even for a much smaller EJ/EC . This would
allow one to tune the parameters of the device to a larger range, from
EJ/EC < 1 to EJ/EC > 1.
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